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Abstract 

Directed Self-Assembly (DSA) is a promising strategy for quickly and cheaply manufacturing 

nanoscale features. DSA leverages the natural nanoscale phase separation of materials, which are 

guided by lithographically defined precise chemical cues. Polystyrene block 

polymethylmethacrylate (PS-b-PMMA) is ubiquitous for DSA, as the blocks possess equal surface 

free energy, and a random copolymer brush of the two blocks presents a balanced substrate surface 

both of which are a necessary prerequisite for achieving through film structures. In a standard 

process, PS guide stripes at pitches of 70-90 nm, are backfilled with a brush to direct PS-b-PMMA 

to form features down to ~24 nm pitch (3x density multiplication). In chapter 2, we show how 

metal – polymer interactions can be used in place of polymer – polymer interactions to provide the 

necessary chemical cues for DSA. This enables a new kind of self-aligned process in which a 

patterning layer is thermodynamically driven to align precisely not with a lithographically defined 

guide or mandrel, but instead with an existing metal – dielectric pattern on an underlying layer. 

Next in chapter 3, we turn to the DSA hole shrink process, where great effort has been expended 

to use various wet processes to selectively modify the sidewall and bottoms of lithographically 

defined template holes to provide the proper chemical cues. Here we demonstrate that 

ultraconformal initiated chemical vapor deposition (iCVD) can be used as a drop in replacement 

to conventional wet processes. Finally we turn towards the material itself. The repulsion between 

PS and PMMA, quantified by the Flory Huggins parameter 𝜒, is too low to achieve sub 24 nm 

pitch features. Increasing the 𝜒 often goes hand in hand with increasing differences in surface free 

energy, which can be ameliorated only by additional complex processing involving top coats or 

solvent atmospheres. A further complication is that if the product of 𝜒 and the polymer size, N, is 

too high, defects become trapped. Thus for each pitch desired, there exists a range of acceptable 𝜒. 
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One method to sidestep these limitations is by engineering the polymer microstructure such that 

these fundamental relationships might be changed. Chapter 4, studies the fundamental physics 

underlying graft polymer architecture in thin film confinement. Here we discovered substrate 

interactions can shift materials from perfectly symmetric lamella to cylindrical morphologies. A 

second method is the use of A-b-(B-r-C) architectures. Chapter 5, outlines a high throughput 

process to use click chemistry to modify a common platform polystyrene block polybutadiene, to 

rapidly achieve multiple materials with differing 𝜒, each of which has equal surface energies and 

is fully compatible with DSA flows. Second we expand to a new platform polystyrene block 

polyglyicdyl methacrylate which we demonstrate is suitable not just for DSA of 16 nm full pitch 

features, but can also serve as its own non-preferential brush enabling new self-brushing DSA 

processes, and can even be modified with etch resistance through the incorporation of silicon. As 

a result DSA is no longer material limited, and is now enabled for a near infinite diversity of 

chemistry, providing the potential for further optimization. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Interest is ever turning towards smaller and smaller features 

As technology marches ever onwards, the demand for more powerful computers, with larger 

storage than ever before is driving an ever increasing demand for smaller feature sizes in 

semiconductor manufacturing. Up until about the mid 2000s, these smaller sizes were achieved by 

successively shrinking the wavelength of light used for photolithography while at the same time 

increasing the numerical aperture to capture more light, as well as using methods like source mask 

optimization to more effectively fight back diffraction (Figure 1). While 13.5 nm EUV light was 

originally planned for insertion in 2004, EUV is long overdue to issues increasing source power, 

creating protective pellicles, understanding stochastics present at high energies, and a whole host 

of over problems.1-5 Nonetheless it is now arriving thought at a great cost of well over 150 million 

dollars per tool. 
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Figure 1. Source wavelength as well as high volume manufacturing node size over the last forty 

years. Labels are the light source in use. Note: While node once corresponded approximately to 

half pitch of the smallest features, it now represents approximately one third pitch. 

 

Yet even with EUV overdue, manufacturers moved towards other density multiplication 

techniques such as litho etch litho etch (LELE or LE2) or Self-Aligned Multiple Patterning 

(SAMP) each of which has their own advantages and drawbacks (Table 1). Directed Self-

Assembly (DSA) is one incredibly intriguing approach for many processes because it exists within 

the family of self-aligned processes, is cheap, and is an equilibrium process. That is to say that at 

infinite times, DSA will achieve a target size plus or minus some variation entirely based on the 

material properties of the block copolymer, which is useful to achieve well defined electrical 

properties in advanced chips.6-8  
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Table 1. Comparison of approaches to continue shrinking feature sizes. Process scaling 

gives the number of steps of a given type required to achieve N factor density multiplication i.e. 

N = 4 = 4X density multiplication equivalent to SAQP. 

Process Pros Cons Process Scaling 

EUV 

Lithography 
Minimal Extra Steps Cost 

Litho : 1-2 

Dep : 1 

Etch : 1 

Self-Aligned 

Multiple 

Patterning 

(SADP, SAQP, 

SAOP) 

Self-Aligned 
Pitch Walking 

Mainly 1D layout 

Litho : 1 + (cuts) 

Dep : ∝ √𝑁 

Etch : ∝ √𝑁 

Litho-Etch  

Litho-Etch 

(LELE, LE2, 

LELELE…) 

2D layout Overlay is Tricky 

Litho : ∝N 

Dep : ∝N 

Etch : ∝N 

Directed Self-

Assembly 

Self-Aligned, Minimal 

Steps, Cheap, 

Thermodynamically 

Guaranteed CD/Pitch 

Defects (~0.5/cm2) 

CD/Pitch is Material 

Specific 

Litho : 1 + (cuts) 

Dep : 1 

Etch : 1 

1.2 Self-Assembly of Block Copolymers 

To understand the DSA process we first have to understand the natural driving force for block 

copolymer phase separation. A block copolymer is a molecule consisting of two chemically 

dissimilar polymer blocks which are covalently bound together. Whether or not a block-copolymer 

microphase separates depends on the free energy associated with mixing which has both an 

entropic and an enthalpic term.9-14 The entropic term specifically captures the number of 

conformations available to each block when it is mixed versus separated. As the size of the 

molecule represented by N, the number of unit volumes occupied, increases, the difference in the 

number of accessible conformations for mixed and separated morphology shrinks decreasing the 

entropic term. On the other hand, the enthalpic term solely involves the number of contacts 
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between the two blocks as well as their interaction energy, which we call the Flory-Huggins 

parameter, χ. These interactions are thus maximized for symmetric block copolymers where the 

blocks are most likely to find each other and least likely to find themselves. Finding the point at 

which entropic and enthalpic terms balance gives the classic block copolymer phase diagram a 

characteristic U shape. Where increasing χ or decreasing N is required to phase separate as you 

move towards asymmetric block sizes due to a decreasing number of enthalpic contacts. Because 

it is this balance that determines phase separation it is common to think of phase separation in 

terms of the product of χ and N, with χN = 10.4 widely considered the cut off microphase 

separation for perfectly symmetric materials.12 Here it is important to note that, by tuning the block 

size from symmetric to asymmetric the resulting morphology of the block copolymer can be 

changed from lamellar to cylindrical to sphere forming, though in this work we specifically 

investigate mostly symmetric lamella forming materials. 

While phase separation might be governed by χN, both self-consistent field theory,10 and strong 

segregation theory have shown that the lamellar period (L0) is instead governed by the dynamics 

of a slightly expanded Gaussian coils which is only weakly a function of χ  but strongly a function 

of N (L0 ∝ χ1/6 N2/3).14 Thus when smaller feature sizes are desired, the approach is often to increase 

χ which directly encourages phase separation but only weakly effects feature size, and then 

decrease N inversely proportional to the increase in χ to maintain a given χN while drastically 

decrease the L0. This approach works well, but often causes issues once the effects of the thin film 

on the self-assembly process is considered. 
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1.3 Controlling self-assembly in thin films 

To direct the self-assembly first the block copolymer must be induced to form perpendicular 

through film structures which are of industry for patterning. These features necessarily require 

each block to equally wet the free interface as well as the substrate. This is only possible when the 

penalty of the substrate with each block is precisely balanced as well as the Surface Free Energy 

(SFE) of each block.15-16 In the case of imbalanced penalties at one or both interfaces that interface 

will pin the lower energy material, which often results in propagating a parallel assembly 

throughout the film. If the same block is pinned at both interfaces we call that condition symmetric 

wetting, and we expect the block copolymer to naturally desire to phase separate into film thickness 

which are integer multiples of the lamellar period (𝑁 ∙ 𝐿0). That way the same block can wet both 

interfaces fulfilling the commensurability condition. On the other hand if a different block is 

pinned at each interface we call that condition asymmetric wetting and we expect instead integer 

plus a half multiples of the lamellar period ((𝑁 + 0.5) ∙ 𝐿0). By carefully spincoating at varying 

thicknesses that span the commensurability conditions from symmetric to asymmetric we can 

simply look for the presence of topography indicating the film is incommensurate. If the film is 

incommensurate we then immediately know if the wetting is symmetric or asymmetric. If we can 

then make a reasonably assumption about the wetting of one of the interfaces we can use this 

approach to precisely probe the other interface. This is called the hole-island test, because we can 

spin at a single incommensurate thickness and simply examine whether holes or island forms to 

immediately determine the wetting (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Example of the hole-island test where a film is spuncoat to a thickness of 1.75 

L0. If we know the surface energy of the ‘A’ block is lower we can use the presence of holes or 

islands to determine qualitatively the substrates preference. 

 Using this test, extensive work has been conducted to understand how to properly control 

both the surface free energy (SFE) as well as the interfacial energy to achieve the desired through 

film structures. Polystyrene-block-polymethylmethacrylate (PS-b-PMMA) has longed served as 

benchmark block copolymer, because the relative SFE of the blocks can be tuned simply with 

temperature. Below 170°C PS has a lower SFE, while above 270°C PMMA has a lower SFE, with 

a goldilocks zone of equal surface energy in the middle.17-18 Using this platform it was found that 

random copolymers grafted to the surface could be used to create non-preferential substrates,19-23 

although now many other materials have been found.16, 24-25  

 Once through film assembly could be reliably achieved, the breakthrough for DSA came 

when these non-preferential substrates were patterned with preferential features at or close to an 

integer multiple of the lamellar period. These guide stripes act like fence posts to organize the so 

called fingerprint assembly into uniform features. In general these guide stripes are separated into 

one of two categories, either graphoepitaxial or chemoepitaxial. In graphoepitaxy the guiding force 

is entirely given by a topographic guiding pattern, while in chemoepitaxy the pattern may be 
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topographic but also consists of a chemical pattern. Graphoepitaxial templates have been used for 

numerous applications from contact-holes for the semiconductor industry, through polymer 

dynamics studies, and even for ionic conductivity26-31. Most DSA conducted by our group though, 

especially for lamella forming BCP utilizes the well-studied chemoepitaxial Liu-Nealey (LiNe) 

flow as shown in Figure 3. In this flow the pitch is finally controlled by the lithography use to 

create the original pattern, either e-beam lithography in academia or 193i lithography at imec.32-33 

The width of the guide pattern can then be controlled through a subsequent trim-etch step with 

very high precision, before finally a non-preferential brush is grafted onto the silicon and DSA is 

performed. Traditionally the preferential surface consists of a crosslinked polystyrene mat,34 

although crosslinked PMMA mats have also been tried.35 

Figure 3. Scheme outlining the process steps for LiNe Flow. 

As the guide stripe is PS preferential the non-preferential brush must be shifted to be slightly 

PMMA preferential in order to balance the overall interactions.34 The spacing of the guide stripes 

(Ls) must be within approximately 10% of an integer multiple of the bulk lamellar spacing in order 

for good assembly to be observed, otherwise the entropic penalties associated with chain re-

arrangement under compression or expansion are too high for the polymer.36-37 Similarly the guide 

stripe width should be approximately 0.7 L0 or 1.5 L0 in order to just slightly hold one guided 

domain, or two guided and one non-guided domain.37-38 Studies have also shown that the optimum 
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LiNe flow should incorporate 0.5 L0 topography between the brush and the preferential guide 

stripe, in order to prohibit the formation of long lived stitch defects.39-40 

1.4 Objectives for DSA development 

Our first objective was to add new functionality into the DSA LiNe flow. One particular 

problem faced by industry is that increasingly more and more exposures must be conducted in 

order to create finer and finer features. These exposures must all overlay with few nanometer 

precision in order to insure a functioning device is made. While previously the industry has 

investigated mis-alignment tolerant processes such as self-aligned contacts.41 It would be 

particularly ideal if a process could be created which intrinsically aligned one layer with the last. 

DSA as a bottom up, thermodynamic approach was uniquely suited for such a process. In chapter 

2 we investigate how metal or metal oxide and dielectric patterns, which mimic the layers of a 

functioning device, can be used to guide a true Self-Aligned DSA process. 

After having successfully showed the possibility of metals and metal oxides as chemoepitaxial 

materials, in Chapter 3, we turn towards a collaboration with MIT focused around initiated 

chemical vapor deposition (iCVD). iCVD is an all organic ultra-conformal deposition technique 

with good control over substrate surface energy, and critically it is an all vapor or dry process. This 

is important because the current state of the art graphoepitaxial DSA hole shrink process involves 

depositing and rinsing multiple brushes into high aspect ratio holes, where it might be hard to truly 

rinse out the brush. We show how this tricky process can be replaced by a single clean iCVD 

deposition using both qualitative, and quantitative methods as well as the pairing of simulation and 

experiment. 
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Next we sought to examine the benchmark material for DSA. PS-b-PMMA, while easy to 

process is fundamentally limited by its low χ to only form features above 20 nm,42 and due to chain 

dynamics it is very slow at 100 nm + feature sizes. In order to address both these concerns we 

began a materials collaboration with the Grubb group and NIST seeking to understand how the 

new polymer microarchitecture of graft polymers behaved under thin film conditions. These first 

steps towards graft polymer DSA are presented in chapter 4. We identified for the first time that 

in the absence of solvent effects, substrates can have strong morphological effects on these graft 

polymers. 

Finally we sought to develop a new high throughput approach for the synthesis of families of 

polymers as suitable for DSA as PS-b-PMMA, but with the freedom to choose functional 

chemistry or χ as desired. While usually increasing χ requires increasing chemical differences and 

thus creating large differences in SFE; here we targeted the A-b-(B-r-C) architecture which 

decouples χ from surface free energy. This is because in these architectures SFE is shown to be a 

linear combination of B and C whereas χ is shown to be a harmonic mean of χAC, χAB, and χBC.43 

Using this approach two families of materials were developed using reactive block copolymer and 

click chemistry. The first PS-b-polybutadiene (PS-b-PB) family, detailed in chapter 5, proved the 

concept though the materials were synthetically challenging to make and possessed limited χ. We 

then improved upon these materials with the new PS-b-polyglycidylmethacrylate (PS-b-PGMA) 

family detailed in chapter 6. Here we also set a goal to incorporate new chemistry allowing for 

better processing in terms of both overall DSA flow and etch contrast. 
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Chapter 2: Utilization of metal-polymer interactions for self-aligned directed 

self-assembly of device relevant features 

2.1 Abstract 

Self-aligned strategies are required because today’s feature sizes are beyond the resolution 

limit of the exposure tools. One self-aligned strategy is Directed Self-Assembly (DSA), where 

block copolymers (BCP) are thermodynamically driven to self-align with a lithographically 

defined template with chemical contrast and/or topography. It would be particularly advantageous 

to also encode existing structures into thermodynamic information, then thermodynamics would 

cause BCP to self-align to these existing structures rectifying placement error. These existing 

features could be cut masks which are required in order to fabricate devices from line and space 

arrays, or it could be interconnects. Here we show a new technique, by which metal – polymer 

interactions can be used in place of polymer – polymer interactions. These metal – polymer 

interactions, which cannot be adequately described by conventional surface energy comparisons, 

allow for a true self-aligned process. We begin by classifying process relevant metals including 

gold, aluminum, copper, tungsten and cobalt based upon their thermodynamic interactions with 

PS-b-MMA. We then created guide patterns using metal and dielectric line space arrays. These 

patterns when combined with DSA allow for lines and space patterns to be self-aligned to any 

exposed metal features and reduce process constraints on exposure tools. Our process can also be 

used to align line and space patterns to metal layers during back end of the line processing. A 

similar process could also be used to guide contact hole shrink to correct for placement error in 

the initial lithographic template.  
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2.2 Introduction 

Directed self-assembly (DSA) of block copolymers (BCP) is a density multiplication technique 

with high throughput and low fabrication cost1-4. Unlike conventional lithographic techniques, the 

ideal DSA process creates nanoscale structures that represent the thermodynamic equilibrium 

morphology. It is thus the only technique in which critical dimension uniformity is 

thermodynamically guaranteed, a fact which has been looked at for rectification of CDU in EUV 

processes5. The thermodynamic landscape is controlled by both the topography of the substrate 

and its chemical functionality. It has been customary to refer to topographic controlled DSA as 

graphoepitaxy and chemistry controlled DSA as chemoepitaxy, but most modern approaches are 

more correctly termed hybrid DSA as they incorporate both cues6-7. Integration of these cues into 

the contact hole-shrink process has already been well explored5, 8-9. Similarly, work has been done 

to create and integrate DSA for line space array patterns2, 7, 10-14. While both integration strategies 

make use of patterns containing chemical and topographical cues, in both cases these patterns rely 

on an initial lithographic template to define the pattern. Thus, misalignment between the 

lithographic template and other device critical layers can result in catastrophic defects. If the device 

critical layers can be used as the template this misalignment can be prevented. 

In this work, we first investigate the chemical preference of metals for PS and PMMA utilizing 

hole island tests. We then show the thermodynamic landscape formed by a metal/dielectric pattern, 

analogous to those found in devices, can present a natural pattern for hybrid DSA. Without 

performing any additional lithography to define a new layer, this pattern can be used to self-align 

BCP for DSA. This could be used to reduce the number of exposures necessary in a given process, 

or because metals are natural etch masks, could be implemented to create sparse arrays of lines 

and spaces. We use e-beam lithography to create patterns consisting of line space arrays of 
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alternating metal dielectrics as a simulated active surface. Finally, these simulated active surfaces 

are used to guide the self-aligned DSA of PS-b-PMMA.  

2.3 Methodology  

2.3.1 Preparation of Substrates 

Silicon wafers were purchased from WRS materials. Wafers were hot piranha cleaned 

(DANGER!) utilizing 70:30 Sulfuric Acid:Hydrogen Peroxide (30%) at 130°C. The wafers were 

placed into the piranha bath for a minimum five minutes before being cleaned with house DI for 

several minutes to create a pristine ultra-hydrophilic surface. Wafers were used within days of 

cleaning to prevent reabsorption of organic material. Metal substrates were deposited at a rate of 

one angstrom per second onto cleaned wafers using the following methodologies: Copper 

substrates were prepared by thermal evaporation utilizing an Angstrom Nexdep at a base pressure 

of at least 3e-6 Torr. Gold substrates were prepared by e-beam evaporating a 10 nm chromium 

adhesion layer and subsequently at least 20 nm of gold using an AJA ATC-Orion 8E with a base 

pressure of at least 10e-7 Torr. Tungsten, cobalt, and aluminum substrates were sputtered utilizing 

an AJA Orion 5 UHV Sputtering system with a base pressure of at least 10e-8 Torr in an argon 

plasma. All substrates used have whatever native oxide may be present after an hour in an air 

environment. When it was desired to use the underlying copper, the native oxide was stripped by 

a five-minute soak in a five-weight percent citric acid solution after which the sample was DI 

rinsed, N2 dried, and immediately used. 

2.3.2 Determination of Substrate Wetting 

Substrate preferentiality was determined using the hole island test on unpatterned metal 

substrates. The hole island test consists of spincoating a lamella forming block copolymer to a 
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thickness incommensurate with its natural periodicity, L0. At these incommensurate thicknesses, 

the block copolymer will terrace in order to form features that maximize favorable interactions at 

both the substrate and free interface. In the case of asymmetric wetting, both 0.5 and 1.5 L0 

thicknesses maximize the favorable interactions, and thus an incommensurate thickness of 1.25 

L0 will resulting in either one L0 deep holes. Similarly, in the case of symmetric wetting both 1 

and 2 L0 thicknesses are favorable resulting in the formation of one L0 high islands. One can then 

use optical microscopy to determine the presence of bright ‘holes’ or darker ‘islands’. Our analysis 

is aided by the fact that at annealing temperatures below 200°C PS prefers the free interface. This 

means symmetric wetting indicates that PS wets both the top and bottom interfaces, whereas 

asymmetric wetting indicates that PMMA wets the bottom interface with PS still at the top 

interface. The hole island test is therefore a definitive probe of the substrate polymer interaction.   

Pristine substrates water contact angle was also measured using Millipore DI water in a 

goniometer. The angle reported was measured 100 ms after the 1 uL drop detached from syringe 

tip. 

Figure 4. A PS-b-MMA film is spuncoat to a thickness of 1.25 L0. After annealing at a 

temperature where PS prefers the free interface, the preference of the substrate can be 

determined by the presence of holes or islands. 
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2.3.3 Preparation of Metal Dielectric Patterns 

Gl-2000 was spun coat onto a piranha cleaned silicon wafer to a thickness of 55nm as 

determined by single angle ellipsometry on a J.A. Woollam Alpha SE, using a Cauchy model. The 

resist was softbaked at 150°C for three minutes. Patterning was performed using a JEOL 9300 at 

a voltage of 100 KeV and a current of 1 nA. Exposed wafers were developed for 15 seconds with 

gentle swirling in N-amyl acetate and then rinsed in IPA for a minimum of one minute. Metal was 

then deposited onto the patterns as described previously. Metal on top of the resist was then lifted 

off by soaking upside down in NMP at 80C for 15 minutes, after which time the sample was placed 

in fresh NMP and sonicated for a further 10 minutes at 80C. Metal dielectric patterns were then 

rinsed successively with IPA and DI water before being spun dry. 

2.3.4 Self-Aligned Directed Self-Assembly 

PS-b-MMA with a molecular weight of 22k-22k and an L0 of 25 nm was spuncoat to a 

thickness of 1.5 L0 as determined by single angle ellipsometry. The sample was then annealed at 

250°C for 5 minutes inside a glovebox. Post annealing samples were imaged on a Zeiss Merlin 

through an in-lens detector with an accelerating voltage of 1 kV and a working distance of 

approximately 3 mm. The PMMA block is subsequently converted to alumina oxide using the 

sequential infiltration synthesis technique well described elsewhere15-17. Post SIS an oxygen 

plasma etch was conducted in a Plasma-Therm ICP to remove the PS block as well as any un-

infiltrated PMMA. This creates a free-standing alumina oxide template which can be used for the 

purposes of pattern transfer. 
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2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Hole Island Tests show metals can be non-preferential for polymers despite large 

differences in surface energy 

Hole island tests were performed on bulk samples as described previously and optical 

micrographs were collected as shown in Figure 5. Piranha cleaned silicon oxide is known to be 

PMMA preferential and thus serves as an internal standard. PS-b-MMA was found to form holes 

on Chromium, Cobalt, Tungsten, Copper, and piranha cleaned silicon oxide. Copper oxide was 

found to be weakly PMMA preferential almost to point of non-preferentiality as subsequent SEM 

analysis found large areas of perpendicular assembly. Gold and aluminum had no holes or island 

indicating the non-preferential nature of the substrate. SEM inspection revealed extant fingerprint 

on the gold substrate, whereas the aluminum substrate had far poorer assembly. 

Figure 5. Optical micrographs of a 300 micron wide region captured of hole island tests 

conducted on substrates of interest. For Cu the native oxide was specifically stripped using citric 

acid. Inset shows the drop profile used to calculate water contact angle. Inset SEM image is half 

micron square and highlights the assembly quality. 
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2.4.2 Self-Aligned Directed Self-Assembly was successfully implemented on Copper 

Oxide/Silicon Oxide patterns 

Metal dielectric lines were successfully patterned at varying pitches and width across 100 by 

100 micron areas utilizing e-beam lithography, thermal evaporation, and lift off as previously 

described. Copper Oxide/Silicon Oxide alternating patterns were chosen because e-beam 

evaporation or sputtering deposition techniques alter the e-beam resist making lift off difficult at 

nanometer length scales. A metal line height of 10 nm was chosen as recent work within our group 

has shown how combining chemoepitaxy with half L0 topography to create a hybrid epitaxial flow 

can result in orders of magnitude speed up for the DSA process by prohibiting the formation of 

some defective states18. This patterns also differs from more pure graphoepitaxial DSA strategies 

as implemented elsewhere19, in that the PS-b-MMA film thickness of 37.5 nm is far above that of 

the topography, and the bottom of the trench is preferential (silicon oxide) instead of non-

preferential. These patterns were then used to implement a successful self-aligned DSA process. 

In this implementation a pattern with a copper oxide line width of 1.5 L0 (37.5 nm) was used to 

the direct the self-assembly of PS-b-MMA with a natural periodicity of 25 nm. The orientation of 

the domains relative to the substrate is confirmed via the SIS process. After infiltrating the PMMA 

domains with alumina and etching out the PS domains, two domains remain on top of the copper 

stripe. As we show schematically, the resulting structure thus consists of a PS domain centered on 

top of the metal stripe with two PMMA domains also on top of the stripe. The remaining free-

standing alumina stripes can either be used in conjunction with the metal stripe as a hard mask to 

create self-aligned features or could be utilized as is. 
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Figure 6. SEM Image (A) and AFM Height Image (B) of Metal Dielectric pattern utilized 

for self-aligned DSA. Extracted profiles (C) show line height and line height roughness. The 

self-aligned process was inspected via SEM (D) after assembly, and after the creation of alumina 

lines for pattern transfer. A schematic (E) showing the process at each inspection step is below 

for clarity. The pitch of the patterns (100 nm) serves as an internal scale bar. 

2.5 Discussion  

2.5.1 Metal-Polymer interactions are not explained by surface energy or water contact 

angle approaches 

It is customary to think of substrate polymer interactions in terms of surface energies or 

solubility parameters6, 20 in which substrates which interact equally with the two blocks are termed 

non-preferential. As a demonstration of how sensitive block copolymers are to surface free energy, 
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in our hole island test utilized earlier we exploit a 1% difference in surface free energy to ensure 

that the lower surface free energy polystyrene preferentially wets the free interface. Despite this 

sensitivity, non-preferential substrates can be made by creating a random copolymer of the two 

blocks of the block copolymer of interest and grafting it to the substrate10, 21-22. This random 

copolymer naturally has a surface energy between the two blocks and is thus non-preferential; 

however, it is well known that metals and their oxides have surface energies at a minimum twenty 

times that of many common polymers23-24. As a result, previous work studying metal deposition 

into PS-b-PMMA found the equilibrium metal structure formed to be metal spheres in which the 

metal aggregated to minimize metal polymer interactions25. It is thus an unexpected result that 

copper oxide (γ≅1 J/m^2) or gold (γ≅1.6 J/m^2)26 would be non-preferential for PS (γ≅40.7 

mJ/m^2) and PMMA (γ≅41.1 mJ/m^2)20.  

Another approach often used to analyze the preferentiality of a substrate is that of water contact 

angle (WCA). This technique allows for the probing of the hydrogen bonding component of the 

surface free energy, and trends in a roughly linear manner for random copolymers of PS-b-PMMA. 

Previously this technique was used to probe the nature of the LiNe flow chemical pattern after 

processing, where it was found the preferential XPS guide stripe (AZEMBLY NLD-128) and the 

non-preferential backfill brush (AZEMBLY NLD-127, 51% PS) had water contact angles of 83.7° 

and 76.0° respectively6. While we found that all PMMA preferential substrates had WCA below 

74°, we do note that copper oxide with a WCA of 74° is close enough to non-preferential to be 

used in DSA. Chromium with a WCA of 78° which, by WCA, should be more PS preferential than 

the non-preferential backfill brush is instead PMMA preferential.  

WCA and surface energy analyses only include information about dispersive, polar, and 

hydrogen bonding interactions, which may adequately capture the polymer - polymer interactions 
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as have been previously studied, but are not immediately translatable to metal – polymer 

interactions. As one example, the apparent non-preferentiality but poor assembly of the aluminum 

substrate can be understood through recent work which has demonstrated the ability of PMMA to 

graft strongly to aluminum through acid – base interactions27. These strong interactions compete 

with the assembly kinetics which traps a poorly assembled morphology. Still they can guide us to 

potential non-preferential substrates which we can confirm via the hole-island test. All three metal 

surfaces which were non-preferential had water contact angles above 70° and surface free energies 

lower than 1500 mJ/m^2. 

Table 2. The preferentiality of each substrate as determined via the hole island test, as 

well as the pristine substrates water contact angle and surface free energy. The surface free 

energy of metals presented are those previously summarized by Vitos et al.26 The water contact 

of piranha cleaned SiOx though 10 degrees after 100 ms, quickly approaches 0 degrees as the 

water drop wets the entire surface of the wafer 
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2.5.2 Self-Aligned DSA is complementary to other self-aligned strategies and can correct 

for placement error 

Self-aligned DSA is complementary to the family of self-aligned strategies already developed 

by industry including self-aligned double patterning28 and self-aligned contacts29. Self-aligned 

double patterning produces density multiplied features which are self-aligned to a lithographically 

defined template yielding intra-layer aligned features. Self-aligned contacts are created by 

covering transistor gates in an insulating cap allowing for source/drain contacts to be made without 

shorting to the gate. In contrast to these strategies our work utilizes self-alignment to align one 

device layer with lithographically defined features on the layer below it. Our work further serves 

as an expansion of recently published work by IBM and Tel30. Their work utilizes an organic 

planarization layer which allows for similar creation of sparse features. They also highlight the 

importance of DSA’s thermodynamically driven CDU. Where our work differs is in the use of 

materials. We utilize dielectric and metal patterns without the need for brush grafting. Through the 

use of metal patterns, we also allow for the possibility of self-alignment of a new set of features to 

an existing patterned feature. With many processes now potentially requiring metal traces even 

below the active layer, self-aligned DSA could present a more tolerant path towards patterning 

transistors. These self-aligned strategies can also be utilized to create cut masks which must align 

to metal dielectric patterns. 

2.6 Conclusions 

In this work, we have successfully probed the wetting characteristics of different metals and 

metal oxides useful to the semiconductor industry. We have shown substrates such as metals and 

their oxides which have surface energies more than twenty times those of PS or PMMA can still 
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be non-preferential to PS-b-PMMA. Non-preferential substrates discovered in this work had lower 

surface energies and specifically lower polar surface energies as measured via water contact angle 

which will guide future studies. We have utilized e-beam lithography, thermal evaporation and lift 

off to create metal dielectric patterns which are analogous to those which might be find in a device 

layer. We then used the knowledge we gained about the wetting behaviors of these substrates, 

along with our patterns to successfully perform DSA without any brush deposition. The DSA 

resulted in PS-b-MMA lamella with PS domains self-aligned to the metal line. We further 

performed SIS and oxygen plasma to create a pattern of features which could be useful for either 

pattern transfer, or as final device features. 
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Chapter 3: Ultrathin iCVD polymer interfacial energy control for DSA hole-

shrink applications 

3.1 Abstract  

Integrated circuit layouts consist of patterned lines and holes, where holes define the electrical 

contacts between adjacent layers. Block copolymer directed self-assembly (DSA) successfully 

shrinks the critical dimension (CD) of these contacts beyond the resolution of conventional 

lithography. DSA also radically improves CD uniformity. One particularly difficult step of the 

DSA hole-shrink process involves establishing the correct interfacial energy throughout a 

lithographically templated hole to insure good assembly. Initiated chemical vapor deposition 

(iCVD) is a uniform, ultrathin, ultraconformal, all-organic deposition technique that allows for 

precise control of interfacial energy. In this work we use iCVD of polydivinylbenzene at film 

thicknesses below five nm to blend the interfacial energy of the coated film with that of the silicon 

/ spin-on-carbon template. We fully characterize the iCVD surface through means of two liquid 

surface energy measurements. We further identify the interfacial energies presented by these 

functionalized templates through qualitative hole-island tests as well as quantitative harmonic 

mean estimations. In parallel we run TICG simulations with the determined interaction parameters 

and DSA experiments, and find good agreement across the range of chemistries created. Through 

careful control of iCVD conditions, especially filament temperature, we achieve a strongly 

polystyrene-preferential sidewall with a non-preferential bottom which we then demonstrate, both 

in simulation and in experiment, allows for a successful hole-shrink process across a wide range 

of template hole diameters. 
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3.2 Introduction 

High volume manufacturing of smaller and smaller features requires increasing control over 

size, shape, and uniformity. Bottom-up processes such as directed self-assembly (DSA) are 

uniquely posed to address all three requirements. In DSA a lithographically defined template 

anchors and guides the self-assembly of block copolymers to form sub-lithographic features with 

excellent uniformity.1-6 The patterning of contact holes or via holes is of particular interest, as 

multiple complex 193i exposures are required to achieve the proper density.7-9 Even with EUV 

lithography, which provides the ability to pattern at higher densities, DSA hole-shrink has been 

shown to improve EUV local critical dimension uniformity, and repair stochastic defects such as 

merging vias.10 In the DSA contact hole-shrink process, a lithographically defined template is often 

etched into spin-on carbon (SOC) using a spin-on glass (SOG) and SOC transfer stack.7-9, 11 This 

template consists of an SOC sidewall with a silicon or silicon nitride bottom. Subsequent 

functionalization provides the appropriate chemical cue to the block copolymer to assemble into 

structures perpendicular to the surface.  

In order to achieve the highest resolution features with the highest density, polystyrene-block-

poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA), with the appropriate size and volume fraction to form 

PMMA minority cylinders, is assembled inside of the functionalized template. Etching removes 

the PMMA cylinders and transfers their pattern into the underlying dielectric material, which is 

subsequently metallized to create a contact or via. Particularly advantageous to reaching high 

density is the ability to assemble multiple such contacts with a single lithographic template.8-9, 12 

Numerous simulations of self-assembly in confinement highlight the importance of independently 

functionalizing the side and bottom of the template to ensure a through-film structure.12-15  As a 

result, numerous experimental efforts have focused on achieving different functionalities on the 
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sidewall versus the bottom of the template.  Gronheid et. al. pioneered the sequential use of two 

orthogonal brush chemistries for this purpose.9 A related approach, developed by Zhou et. al., uses 

kinetic control to achieve differing brush thickness on the sidewall and template bottom allowing 

for either the interfacial energy of the brush or a mixture of the brush and substrate to be 

presented.11 These efforts, as well as new simulations, have revealed unexpectedly that the strength 

of the sidewall preference is the key to avoid defective structures during the hole-shrink process.11, 

15 

It is thus desirable to have a more controllable process for setting the interfacial energy 

throughout the template. Initiated chemical vapor deposition (iCVD), is an ultrathin, 

ultraconformal,16 all-organic vapor phase deposition technique that allows for precise control of 

interfacial energy, and has previously been integrated with DSA flows for lines and spaces.17-20 In 

iCVD, a resistively heated filament cleaves a thermally labile bond in an initiator molecule. The 

resulting free radicals react with monomers adsorbed on a cooled growth surface to create a 

polymer film. The types of radicals generated and their relative concentration allows fine control 

of interfacial energy of the resulting polymer thin film.  The radical mixture present in the chamber 

is largely dependent on the filament temperature.21 In this work we deposit at varying filament 

temperatures iCVD films that are thin enough (~ 5 nm) to present a mixed substrate/film interfacial 

energy. These interfacial energies are qualitatively determined through the hole-island test,22-24 

and quantitatively determined through the harmonic mean approximation from surface energies.25 

The functionalized templates are then simulated to model the DSA process. Finally, DSA is 

performed, and found to be in good agreement with simulations. As a result, we identify a 

processing window where iCVD can be used to perfectly functionalize a template and DSA can 

be successfully achieved. 
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3.3 Experimental 

In this section we describe the DSA hole-shrink process as outlined in Figure 7, as well 

as the ancillary experiments and simulations performed to fully describe the process. 

 

Figure 7. Schematic showing the complete DSA hole-shrink process. Inset is a sketch that 

will be used to depict template preferentiality throughout the paper. 

3.3.1 Materials 

Highly doped silicon wafers, with resistance (R) < 0.1 cm, were obtained from Pure 

Wafer or Silicon Materials, Inc. and cleaned with hot piranha immediately prior to use 

(DANGER! Reacts explosively with organics). SOC and SOG were provided by Tokyo Ohka 

Kogyo Co. (TOK) and used as received. Cylinder-forming PS-b-PMMA with a molecular weight 

of 50k-b-20k with a bulk morphological period (L0) of 38 nm and lamellae-forming PS-b-

PMMA with a molecular weight of 22k-b-22k with L0 = 25 nm were purchased from Polymer 

Source and used as received. Positive e-beam resist CSAR 6200.04 was purchased from Allresist 

and diluted in propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate to 2.5 wt%. DVB (80%), di-tert-butyl 
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peroxide (TBPO, 98%), isopropyl alcohol (IPA), deionized water (HPLC grade), and 

diiodomethane (99%) were purchased from Millipore Sigma and used without further 

purification.  Oxygen (99%) and argon (99%) gases were purchased from Airgas and used 

without further purification.   

3.3.2 Formation of hole-shrink templates 

Lithographic templates were prepared following a process flow similar to that 

implemented by imec.8 First SOC, and then SOG, were spin-coated and baked on a wafer in 

accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions to yield a 100 nm thick layer of SOC and a 32 

nm thick layer of SOG. A downstream oxygen clean was then used to oxidize the SOG surface to 

improve e-beam resist adhesion. Diluted CSAR 6200 was spin-coated to a thickness of ~55 nm 

and soft baked at 150 °C. The resist was then exposed on a Raith EBPG 5000+ electron beam 

lithography tool using a single shot exposure for each hole with an effective dose of 400–800 

µC/cm2. Development was performed in n-amyl acetate for 1 min followed by an IPA rinse and a 

nitrogen dry. A Plasmatherm ICP-RIE dedicated to fluorine chemistry was used to etch first the 

SOG with CF4 and then the SOC with O2 using a high bias power at low pressures. Finally, any 

remaining SOG was stripped in buffered HF before being shipped to MIT for iCVD deposition. 

3.3.3 iCVD depositions conducted at MIT 

Custom hole-shrink samples, clean silicon wafer sample, and SOC wafer samples were 

cleaned with an oxygen plasma (Harrick Plasma, RF Power 10.2 Watts, O2 pressure 515-530 

mTorr, 8 second exposure) prior to depositions.  The samples were immediately loaded in a 

custom-built iCVD chamber, described elsewhere,26 and brought under vacuum. DVB was 

heated to 40 °C and the resulting vapors were metered into the chamber at 0.5 sccm using a 

heated mass flow controller (MKS instruments). Room temperature TBPO and argon were 
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metered into the chamber at 3 and 6.7 sccm, respectively, using mass flow controllers.  The 

chamber pressure was maintained at 90 mTorr using a throttling butterfly valve (MKS 

instruments) and the substrate temperature was fixed at 30 °C using a recirculating chiller 

(Thermo Scientific).  A Chromaloy O filament (Goodfellow) was resistively heated to crack the 

peroxide bond of TBPO molecules.   

Three filament temperatures (240, 270, and 300 °C) and two film thicknesses per 

filament temperature were used, resulting in six experimental conditions. Previously these 

filament temperatures were shown to yield slightly PS-preferential to very PS-preferential 

films.18 The deposition time was varied to yield different film thicknesses.  Films grown at 

higher filament temperatures required shorter deposition times. Film thickness on a reference 

silicon wafer (Pure Wafer) was measured ex situ using a variable angle spectroscopic 

ellipsometer (J. A. Woollam) at incident angles of 65°, 70°, and 75°.  The data were fit to a 

Cauchy-Urbach isotropic model to extract the film thickness.  A summary of the experimental 

conditions and the resulting polydivinylbenzene (PDVB) film thicknesses is given in Table 3. 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) of the templates both before and after deposition was measured 

using an ultra-sharp, high frequency USC-F1.2-k7.3 tip on an Asylum Cypher in order to 

determine conformality. 
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Table 3. Experimental conditions and resulting PDVB film thickness. 

Filament Temperature 

(°C) 

Deposition Time 

(min) 

Film Thickness 

(nm) 

240 

 

60 4.1  0.5 

30 3.4  0.0 

270 

 

30 5.1  0.9 

15 3.6  0.3 

300 

 

15 4.8  0.2 

10 3.1  0.3 

 

3.3.4 Hole-island qualitative determination of interfacial energy 

Symmetric PS-b-PMMA (22k-b-22k) was spin-coated to a thickness of 1.0L0, 1.25L0, and 

1.5L0 onto both PDVB-coated silicon and SOC corresponding to each iCVD condition. Films 

were then annealed for 1 h in a vacuum chamber at 170 °C to induce microphase separation. 

Finally, films were imaged both optically and using a Zeiss Merlin SEM at a working distance of 

3 mm, with an acceleration voltage of 1 keV in high-resolution mode with the InLens secondary 

electron detector. 

3.3.5 Quantitative determination of interfacial energy 

Static contact angles of water and diiodomethane on the PDVB films grown on both 

silicon and SOC were measured using a Model 500 Ramé-Hart Goniometer.  The dispersive 

(𝛾𝑑), polar (𝛾𝑝), and total surface energies (𝛾) were calculated assuming a harmonic mean using 

the Drop Advanced software included with the goniometer. Interfacial energies, (𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙) 

between the substrates and either PS or PMMA were estimated using the harmonic mean 

equation, Eq. (1), as described previously.25 The surface energies of PS and PMMA, Eqs. (2) and 

(3), were taken from the literature.27 
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 𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝛾𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦 + 𝛾𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 −
4𝛾𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦

𝑑 𝛾𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓
𝑑

𝛾𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦
𝑑 +𝛾𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓

𝑑 −
4𝛾𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦

𝑝
𝛾𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓

𝑝

𝛾
𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦
𝑝

+𝛾
𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓
𝑝 ,  (1) 

where 

  𝛾𝑃𝑆 = 𝛾𝑃𝑆
𝑑 + 𝛾𝑃𝑆

𝑝 = 33.9 + 6.8 = 40.7 (
𝑚𝐽

𝑚2),  (2) 

and 

  𝛾𝑃𝑆 = 𝛾𝑃𝑆
𝑑 + 𝛾𝑃𝑆

𝑝 = 29.6 + 11.5 = 41.1 (
𝑚𝐽

𝑚2).  (3) 

 

3.3.6 Directed self-assembly 

Simulations of the DSA process were conducted using a theoretically informed coarse 

grain model previously developed to study the kinetics of assembly in the DSA hole-shrink 

process, which is well described elsewhere.11, 15 In brief, n block copolymer chains are 

represented by N beads connected by Gaussian springs at constant temperature and volume. 

There is both a bonded energy associated with the polymer chain extension as well as a 

nonbonded interaction which accounts for melt compressibility, interchain interactions, as well 

as 𝑥𝐴𝐵, which governs the incompatibility of the two blocks. Two further terms govern the 

interaction of the blocks with the sidewall and bottom of the template and decay exponentially 

with distance from the template. These interactions are calculated by a particle-to-mesh (PM0) 

scheme where the interactions are locally tabulated within shifting cubic cells. The model is 

driven to equilibrium by a Monte Carlo simulation utilizing the Metropolis Criterion, where the 

probability of accepting a move is given by 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑐 = exp (−Δ𝐻/(𝑘𝑏𝑇)). Two moves are 

considered: single bead displacement and chain reptation. 

DSA experiments were conducted by spin coating PMMA-cylinder-forming PS-b-PMMA 

(50k-b-20k) with L0 = 38 nm on top of the iCVD hole-shrink templates. Substrates were then 

annealed in a nitrogen glovebox at 270 °C for 1 h before imaging on a Zeiss Merlin SEM, using 

the same conditions as previously described. 
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3.4 Results and Discussion 

3.4.1 iCVD on hole-shrink template is ultra-conformal and uniform 

AFM data was collected to measure the conformality of the iCVD film, as shown in 

Figure 8. As the profile was flat across the bottom of the holes, a true depth could be measured. 

If the depth of the hole decreased then additional material must have been deposited on the 

template bottom relative to the SOC sidewalls/top. Similarly, if the depth of the hole increased 

than less film must have been deposited on the template bottom relative to the SOC 

sidewalls/top. The thicker film depositions were measured as they were most likely to show the 

effect of non-conformal deposition, although a single thin condition was collected as additional 

validation. In all cases across more than 35 holes, the depth of the hole remained mostly 

constant. Some small decrease in hole depth was measured at higher temperatures suggesting a 

slightly increased film thickness on the template bottom relative to the sidewalls. The standard 

deviation of hole depths was also very small (< 0.8 nm) indicating the uniformity of the template 

hole depth was also unchanged as a result of the iCVD deposition. 
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Figure 8. a) Representative AFM image from a hole-shrink template and b) the extracted 

profile. C) The collected hole depths as measured for a minimum of 35 holes for each thick film 

deposition, and for the 300°C thin film condition. Error bars represent standard deviation of 35 

measurements and are less than half a nanometer in all cases. 

 

3.3.4 Hole-Island qualitatively determines interfacial energy 

Lamellae-forming block copolymers naturally form parallel domains when the surface 

energies of the blocks are unequal. Because the PS-b-PMMA (22k-b-22k) is annealed at 170 °C, 

PS has a lower surface energy and is pinned to the free interface.28-29 If the interfacial energy of 

the substrate is lower towards PS than PMMA, PS is similarly pinned to the substrate, in a case 

called symmetric wetting. In symmetric wetting the film can only form smooth parallel lamella 

when the film thickness is an integer multiple of L0 (nL0). At incommensurate spacings, the film 

will either break to form a terraced structure. Alternatively, if the interfacial energy is close to 
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non-preferential, perpendicular assembly can be obtained at the interface.25 If instead the 

interfacial energy of the substrate is lower towards PMMA than PS, PMMA is pinned to the 

substrate in a case called asymmetric wetting. In asymmetric wetting, the commensurate film 

thickness is offset by exactly 0.5L0 from the symmetric wetting case (nL0+0.5L0). Thus, by spin 

coating at thicknesses that span from the symmetric wetting commensurability condition (L0) to 

the asymmetric wetting commensurability condition (1.5L0), the substrate interfacial energy can 

be qualitatively determined.  

Figure 9 And Figure 10 show the results of the hole-island test for all iCVD conditions as 

conducted on the SiOx and SOC samples, which mimic the template bottom and sidewall, 

respectively. A schematic depiction of preferentiality is shown following the previously 

described rules, with blue indicating PMMA preferentiality, purple indicating non-

preferentiality, pink indicating slight PS preferentiality where some fingerprint pattern is still 

observed at all thicknesses, and red indicating full PS preferentiality.  

Considering first only the SiOx results (Figure 9), increasing temperature increases PS 

preference in agreement with previous iCVD experiments.18 Similarly, increasing thickness 

increases PS preference. However, we see that the SOC sidewall is almost always more PMMA-

preferential then the SiOx bottom (Figure 10). Even more dramatic is that at a filament 

temperature of 300 °C, which was previously found to create very PS-preferential films, instead 

a PMMA-preferential sidewall is found for the thinner iCVD film. This can be explained only by 

the polymer interacting with both the iCVD film and the substrate during annealing. Previous 

work has shown that films in the thickness regime studied here often present interfacial energies 

as mixtures of both film and substrate as the polymer can penetrate the film during annealing and 

interact with the substrate.30-31 It was also recently noted that PDVB iCVD films at these 
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thicknesses serve as ineffective barriers to resist processing, which further suggests the polymer 

may be able to contact the underlying substrate.20  Several iCVD depositions appear to present 

interfacial energies that may be ideal for the DSA hole-shrink process. In particular, the 240 °C 

thin film deposition created a non-preferential bottom with a truly PS preferential sidewall. To 

better understand the true interfacial energy, quantitative measurements must be taken. 

  

Figure 9. SEM micrographs capturing the PS-b-PMMA film assembly at different 

thicknesses and iCVD filament temperatures and relative thicknesses (left labels) on samples of 

the SiOx bottom. The sketch to the right of each row of SEM images shows the qualitative 

preferentiality from blue (PMMA) to red (PS) for clarity. 
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Figure 10. SEM micrographs capturing the PS-b-PMMA film assembly at different 

thicknesses and iCVD filament temperatures and relative thicknesses (left labels) on witness 

samples of the SOC sidewall. The sketch to the right of each row of SEM images shows the 

qualitative preferentiality from blue (PMMA) through to red (PS) for clarity. 

 

3.3.5 Quantitative measurements confirm qualitative results 

Figure 11 illustrates the effective surface energy presented by both the sidewall and 

bottom of the templates. The predominant measured effect of the iCVD film is to immediately 

drop the polar component of surface energy. One notable outlier of this rule is the 300 °C thin 

deposition on SOC, which still has a large polar component. There is also a subtle difference 
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between the surface energy of the SOC and the SiOx. To directly map the quantitative results on 

to the qualitative hole-island tests, the surface energy must be mapped onto an interfacial energy 

using the harmonic mean equation. Once the interfacial energy between the film and PS as well 

as the film and PMMA is calculated the difference of these interfacial energies is calculated to 

quantify the substrate preferentiality. 

  

Figure 11. Calculated polar, dispersive, and total surface energy for all iCVD conditions. 

a) Silicon witness samples, which mimic the template bottom. b) SOC witness samples, which 

mimic the template sidewall. Error bars represent standard deviations of three measurements and 

are too small to observe. 
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Figure 12 shows the difference in interfacial energy along with the summarized 

qualitative results of the hole-island test. In the simplest case of calculating interfacial energy, we 

see that only the pure PS preferential conditions are adequately captured by the quantitative 

calculations. To correct for the observed effect of substrate/film mixed interfacial energy, the 

simplest approach is to average the effect of both the substrate and the film. When this is done 

the qualitative results are captured for all of the other films. This definitively shows the polymer 

must see a mixed chemistry for many of the conditions explored here. The 240 °C thinner iCVD 

film, which previously appeared to be promising for DSA, is found to have the largest PS-

preferential sidewall, which recently has been shown to be critical for DSA hole-shrink process 

latitude.15 
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Figure 12. a) Calculated interfacial energies of both bottom (SiOx) and sidewall (SOC) of 

the template for both PS and PMMA. For clarity, only the difference in interfacial energy is 

plotted, and the color gradient indicates the relative PS preference (red) or PMMA preference 

(blue). b) The same calculation under the assumption that the polymer interacts with a mixture of 

the film and substrate. Sketches of template chemistry as determined by the qualitative hole-

island test are shown for ease of comparison. A green check mark indicates agreement between 

quantitative and qualitative results. 
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3.4.4 Agreement between simulation and experiment, 240 °C thin iCVD film ideal for 

DSA hole-shrink 

As a final test DSA was simulated and performed in experiments on the ideal 240 °C 

iCVD thin film sample identified in the qualitative and quantitative tests (Figure 13). The 

template chemistry is again shown schematically for ease of comparison. The simulation showed 

no defective structures e.g, bridging across a large range of template sizes. At larger sizes donuts 

eventually formed, which began to exhibit breaks as the size continued to increase. A similar 

trend was observed in the case of experiments in which perfect DSA was observed up until a 

template diameter of 70 nm. Past this diameter some shift was observed in the cylinder center, 

before finally a donut was formed at 100 nm. Of note is the suppression of the donut morphology 

in experiments relative to simulation. This could be due to the partially excluded area of the 

iCVD film, which the BCP can sample in experiments. In comparison, the simulation considers 

the walls of the template to be hard walls.  
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Figure 13. Comparison of simulations and experimental results of the DSA hole-shrink 

process with different widths of guiding holes.  a) Results of simulations. b) SEM micrographs 

of experimental DSA results. The template holes are on a 150 nm pitch which serves as an 

internal scale. Both ideal assembly (green) and the eventual formation of donut (red) structures 

are captured in both experiments and simulations of the hole-shrink process on the 240 °C thin 

film processed template, whose preference is shown schematically (right). 
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3.5 Summary and Conclusions 

In this work we have demonstrated the ability of iCVD to be used as an all-vapor 

chemical functionalization strategy for the DSA hole-shrink process. Both qualitative 

observations and quantitative measurements revealed that at a moderate temperature, 240 °C, a 

strongly preferential template sidewall can be created while maintaining a non-preferential 

template bottom. The interfacial energies generated could be explained by considering a 

blending of the film interfacial energy with that of the underlying substrate. Both simulation and 

experiment then showed how this ideally functionalized template can easily guide DSA of 

cylinder-forming PS-b-PMMA, creating much smaller contact holes. This work opens the ability 

of a dry process to replace one or more complex wet processing steps without impacting the 

DSA process. 
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Chapter 4 Confinement of Bottlebrush Block Copolymers Promotes Re-

Arrangement of Backbones 

4.1 Abstract 

Graft polymers present a unique architecture for self-assembly where large features (100 nm 

+) can be rapidly formed from high molecular weight (1000 kg/mol +) materials. The assembly of 

a representative graft(polystyrene)-block-graft(polylacticacid), gPS-b-gPLA, is thoroughly 

studied in the thin film (< 100 nm) in the absence of solvent effects using a combination of 

GISAXS and SEM. Under out-of-plane confinement imposed by film thickness, graft polymers 

are observed to form features with an in-plane spacing approximately double that of the bulk. This 

expansion was found to be far more dramatic for PLA preferential substrates. Under the in-plane 

confinement imposed by a chemical pattern, the graft polymers form a non-bulk cylindrical 

morphology with PLA cores and PS coronas. These results show the incredible ability of these 

large polymers, once thought of as stiff, to undergo remarkable changes in morphology under 

confinement. 

4.2 Introduction 

Advances in polymerization chemistry have made it possible to investigate the effects of 

polymer architecture on material properties.1-2 One particularly interesting architecture is that of 

graft polymers, or bottlebrush polymers, so called because they possess a grafted oligomeric 

pendant group on each backbone and thus resemble a bottlebrush. Block copolymers of 

bottlebrushes have been shown to rapidly self-assemble even above 1000 kg/mol into large (100 

nm+) features forming photonic crystals.3-4 The ability to selectively modify the pendant groups 
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orthogonal to the backbone has allowed graft polymers to find further use in fluorescent dyes, 

quantum dot arrays,5 polymer electrolytes,6 and drug delivery vehicles.7-8 If the unique chemical 

platform presented by graft polymers could be directed to assemble in an aligned way across a 

large area, these properties could be incorporated into a functional device such as lab-on-chip or 

photonic interconnects. Even without added functionality, understanding how the unique 

architecture effects the directed assembly at the nanoscale is of tremendous interest. 

This bottlebrush architecture presents new rules governing self-assembly, with the lamellar 

period now dependent on the backbone length and grafting density while the sidechain length can 

be freely varied to control other properties.9-10 As an example, if the side chain is below its own 

entanglement weight, increasing grafting density prohibits chain entanglement of the graft polymer 

backbone even when the graft polymers total molecular weight is in the 1000 kg / mol range.11-12 

Increasing sidechain grafting density can also dramatically increase the polymers radius of 

gyration due to steric crowding.12-13 Interestingly simulations of bottlebrushes in solution have 

shown that decreasing excluded volume dramatically modulates this steric crowding effect, as the 

side chains begin to screen each other.14 Conceptually this is similar to the well-known effect of 

‘crowding agents’ in proteins, where homopolymer additives screen amino acid interactions 

resulting in radical changes in folding dynamics.15-18 Nonetheless in the bulk, the added stiffness 

of the polymer backbone due to this steric repulsion results in a markably expanded lamellar 

domain window which is of key interest for directed self-assembly.19-20 

However, to date there are fewer studies of the effect of confining these large polymers 

within a thin film. There are three predominant configurations for lamellar BCPs in thin films, 

those with parallel orientations will exhibit either symmetric or asymmetric wetting, while equal 

surface energies for both blocks will lead to perpendicular lamellae.21-22 Beginning with the 
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parallel orientations: if the same block prefers both the substrate and the free interface, it is called 

symmetric wetting and well ordered parallel lamellae are formed at film thickness of nL0; where 

n is any integer and L0 is again the innate lamellar period of the BCP. If one block prefers the 

substrate and the other block prefers the free interface it is called asymmetric wetting and the 

resulting layers are (n+1/2)L0 thick. Intermediate thicknesses will result in the formatiuo nof 

islands or holes at the top of the film to alleviate the stresses induced by confinement. When a 

symmetric wetting condition is exposed to confinement commensurate with asymmetric wetting 

or vice versa the competing effects often cancel out to form perpendicular assembly.23 Only in the 

case of nearly equal surface energies, and nearly equal substrate interactions can perpendicular 

assembly be obtained across film thicknesses.24-26 Due to the importance of controlling orientation 

when utilizing BCP thin films an extensive toolset has been developed to control the BCP 

orientation.  The surface free energy is inherent in the block chemistry27 and can be tuned via 

solvent annealing28-29 or addressed via top coat approaches.30-31 Numerous approaches have been 

utilized to control these interactions such as random copolymer brushes or mats,32-34 surface energy 

tunable SAMs 35 or orthosilicates,36 metals and graphene.37-38 When considering the surface energy 

of graft polymers, it is known that the polymer sidechains are strongly entropically driven to the 

free interface, and that in thin films the backbone can bend as needed to minimize surface energy.39-

41 Some work has also been done in solvent annealing conditions, but far less is known in the case 

of thermal annealing where solvent effects no longer dominate the film morphology. 42 

Understanding how the concepts of commensurability and surface energy translate to graft 

polymers is of critical importance for controlled large scale patterning of these materials through 

directed self-assembly (DSA). DSA of BCPs is a self-aligned density multiplication technique in 

which self-assembling BCPs can be used to shrink the pitch of a lithographically defined 
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template.43-47 In the benchmark process, a linear PS-b-PMMA with an innate 28 nm lamellar 

period, or L0, is directed to form well-ordered perpendicular features by a 3x (84 nm pitch or Ls) 

template patterned by 193 nm immersion (193i) photolithography.48 Sufficient commensurability 

between the polymer and template periodicities are critical for achieving defect free assembly. 

Linear polymer can tolerate a few nanometers of incommensurability, with a slightly larger 

tolerance for compression compared to stretching.49-50 The DSA of bottlebrush polymers has not 

yet been demonstrated and could open the door to unique length scales, kinetics, and functionality, 

thereby improving patterning and producing new devices. 

In this work, we study the effects of both out-of-plane and in-plane confinement on thin film 

assembly of a bottlebrush BCP with a polynorbornene backbone where the first half of the pendent 

groups consists of tethered polystyrene and the second half consists of tethered polylactic acid 

(gPS-b-gPLA) and compare them with previous bulk studies 3, 10, 51 To understand the effect of 

out-of-plane confinement we spun coat the polymer to both commensurate and incommensurate 

film thicknesses on substrates that induce both symmetric and asymmetric wetting. Due to the 

differing orientations of chain ends relative to the backbone presented by the bottle brush 

architecture we expected to see an enhanced perpendicular assembly as the pendent side chains 

are entropically driven to the free surface. Next, to understand the effect of in-plane confinement 

a hybrid epitaxial guiding pattern was created with spacing both commensurate and 

incommensurate with L0.  
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4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Preparation of Substrates 

Prime grade N-type doped silicon wafers were purchased from Pure Wafer or Silicon 

Materials.52 Wafers were cleaned using piranha at 130°C for five minutes and used within one 

week of cleaning. DANGER: Piranha is explosive if incorrectly mixed or if excess organics are 

added. Crosslinked polystyrene (xPS) and crosslinked PMMA (xPMMA), random copolymers of 

PS and PMMA with four percent glycidyl methacrylate as a crosslinking moiety were prepared 

in accordance with previous literature53. Solutions of 0.5 w% in toluene were prepared and 

spuncoat within a day to prevent solution crosslinking to a nominal thickness of 10 nm. Short 

chain hydroxy terminated PS (PSOH) brushes (Mw 1.6kg/mol) were prepared in accordance with 

previous literature.54 Solutions of 1 w% in toluene were prepared and spuncoat to a thickness of 

20 nm. All films were crosslinked (xPS, xPMMA) or attached (PSOH) at 250°C for 5 minutes in 

an inert environment, and then sonicated 3x in toluene to remove any free polymer. 

4.3.2 Preparation of gPS-b-gPLA 

Bottlebrush polymer consisting of a polynorbornene backbone with grafted PS and grafted PLA 

domains were prepared in accordance with previous literature and full details are available in the 

supplemental material. Briefly, short side chains of PS (35 repeat units) and PLA (42 repeat 

units) of approximately equal volume were grafted onto norbornene to form a macromonomer, 

which was then polymerized into a symmetric volume fraction bottlebrush polymer with 100% 

grafting density. The bulk phase behavior has been previously reported.9 
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4.3.3 Preparation of gPS-b-gPLA thin films 

Solutions of gPS-b-gPLA at varying concentrations in chlorobenzene were prepared and 

spuncoat. Films were soft baked at 80°C for a few minutes in order to minimize the effect of 

trapped solvent volume on the film thickness, or the post assembled film morphology. This soft 

bake resulted in an approximately 10% decrease in film volume. Films were first prepared at 

1.25 L0 in order to determine asymmetric/wetting preference using the Hole-Island test well 

detailed elsewhere 23, 34. Films were prepared at other thicknesses to more completely explore the 

thin film behavior. Films were thermally annealed at 170°C for one hour in a custom-made 

vacuum chamber, which was cycled three times with nitrogen to minimize oxygen exposure 

before being left under vacuum. Separately TGA was performed at identical conditions to insure 

polymer degradation was not occurring (Figure 20Figure 20. TGA of gPS-b-gPLA.). Due to the 

chamber’s thermal mass, the heating ramp rate is 30 minutes and the cooling ramp rate is an hour 

and half. Any solvent which was not removed during the soft bake will be removed under 

vacuum during the initial ramp to temperature. 

4.3.4 Grazing Incidence Small X-ray Scattering (GISAXS) 

GISAXS measurements were conducted at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National 

Lab at sector 8 ID-E.55 Thin films of gPS-b-gPLA were prepared on roughly 2 cm square chips 

as previously described. The photon energy was 10.915 KeV, and the sample to detector distance 

used was 2183.42 mm. At these energies, the critical angle of the block copolymer film is 

approximately 0.12°, and so exposures were taken both above (0.14°) and below (0.10°) in order 

to probe the full film and surface morphology respectively. Data was analyzed by averaging 

across qy in the vicinity of the first order peak and locating the first order peak intensity 

corresponding to in plane structure using the GIXSGUI UI and API.56 Additional SAXS 
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experiments were performed at the DuPont−Northwestern−Dow Collaborative Access Team 

(DND-CAT) Synchrotron Research Center located at Sector 5 of the APS. For SAXS the energy 

was 16.4 keV, and scattering intensities were monitored with a CCD area detector at a sample to 

detector distance of 850 cm. To obtain 1-D spectra the 2-D scattering patterns were azimuthally 

integrated to give the scattering intensity with respect to the scattering vector (q). 

4.3.5 Directed Self-Assembly Template Creation 

Crosslinked polystyrene substrates were prepared as previously described. On top of this mat, 

all-resist N7520.07 Neu was diluted with PGMEA and spuncoat to a thickness of ~60 nm and 

then soft-baked at 150°C for 1 minute. The samples were then exposed on a Raith EBPG using a 

pattern CD of 14 nm on a varying pitch with a resolution of 2 nm, and a dose of 800-1300 

μC/cm2. After exposure patterns were developed using MIF 726 for 1 minute, before a 30 second 

vigorous DI rinse, followed by an immediate nitrogen dry. Patterns were then imaged to 

determine the width of resulting lines as a function of dose (~ 30 nm). The patterned lines were 

then transferred from the resist down into the xPS using an oxygen plasma trim etch in a 

plasmatherm ICP RIE, with a 65 w bias, 10 sccm Oxygen, at 10 mTorr for ~15 seconds. The trim 

etch length is specifically controlled to shrink the line width to the well known 0.75 L0 DSA 

window.49 After trim etch the remaining resist is stripped with NMP, before the non-preferential 

short PS brush is grafted back into the exposed silicon following the same procedure as 

previously described. 
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4.3.6 Characterizations 

The surface morphologies of BCP thin films were obtained with a Scanning Electron Microscope 

(SEM Zeiss Merlin), an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM, Asylum, Cypher) in tapping mode, 

and a laser scanning confocal microscope (Olympus LEXT). Thicknesses were measured with a 

JA Woolam Alpha SE ellipsometer, and fit using a compound silicon/SiOx (1.5 nm)/Cauchy film 

model. Images were adjusted for brightness and contrast in Gwyddion57 (AFM) or FIJI58 (SEM). 

Sequential Infilitration Synthesis (SIS) Alumina was performed in accordance with the literature 

using an Ultratech/Cambridge Savannah ALD System utilizing two supercycles of TMA/Water 

for PLA selective staining.54, 59-60 

4.4 Results & Discussion 

4.4.1 Determining symmetric and Assymetric wetting conditions 

The first step towards understanding the effects of confinement on the sample was to conduct 

the classic island-hole experiment, where the polymer is assembled at a thickness of 1.25 L0 on 

substrates with a range of surface energies. Films were prepared on three different substrates: 

silicon oxide (SiOx) which is hydrophilic, crosslinked polystyrene (xPS) which is hydrophobic, 

and short hydroxyl-terminated polystyrene brush (1.6k PSOH) which presents an intermediate 

surface energy.  Figure 14 shows the results of the classic hole island experiment conducted for 

gPS-b-gPLA films that are 1.25 L0 thick. Because this thickness is incommensurate with the BCP 

lamellar period, the film terraces to form features that are either odd-integer multiples of half L0 

(e.g. 0.5L0 or 1.5L0) which are indicators of asymmetric wetting or even-integer multiples of half 

L0 (e.g. 1L0 or 2 L0) which indicates symmetric wetting. In the case of symmetric or asymmetric 

wetting the majority of the film adopts a 1L0 or 1.5L0 thickness respectively. The remainder of the 

film adopts the next close commensurate condition, either 2L0 or 0.5L0, respectively. Figure 14A 
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shows the AFM of gPS-b-gPLA on the SiOx substrate where the presence of islands with a step 

height of ~1L0 is observed, consistent with symmetric wetting. In comparison the AFM of gPS-b-

gPLA on the xPS substrate demonstrates the presence of holes with a step depth of ~1L0 consistent 

with asymmetric wetting conditions. 

The short PS brush surface presents a chemistry that is a mixture of PS and the silicon substrate 

resulting in a non-preferential substrate as is demonstrated by the surface roughening as opposed 

to terracing54. The asymmetric wetting found on xPS shows that for our polymers the gPLA rich 

block presents a slightly lower surface energy consistent with the literature.61-62 Figure 14B shows 

AFM height histograms which demonstrate the terrace step height, associated with L0, is 7 nm 

shorter on xPS (28nm) than on SiOx (35 nm).  

Figure 14. A) 20x20 um AFM height images showing the film topography on top of 1.25 

L0 thick gPS-b-gPLA films on three representative substrates. B) The histogram of film height 

demonstrating islands on silicon oxide, and holes on xPS indicative of symmetric and 

asymmetric wetting behavior. C) 5 um wide SEM images showing the BCP microstructure 

(scalebar is 1 um). 
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This can be explained in part by considering the architecture of the bottlebrush polymer. The 

morphology of islands have been described as causing encourage chain crowding.21-22 MD 

simulations of bottlebrushes in solutions has found that at increasing concentrations in solution, 

analogous to chain crowding in the thin film, the excluded volume between the side chains is 

decreases causing intramolecular screening. This screening changes the conformation from a self-

avoiding walk into a random walk effectively reducing the mean-square size of the bottle brush.14 

This is similar to a previously mentioned effect observed in proteins where the addition of 

‘crowding agents’ such as PEO is used to reduce excluded volume and produce a decrease in the 

radius of gyration of proteins15.  
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4.4.2 Bottlebrush polymers have extended perpendicular structure under out-of-plane 

confinement 

 

Figure 15. A) Example 5 um wide SEM images showing the BCP microstructure on SiOx 

at a thickness of 1.25 L0 identical to that shown in Figure 1C (scalebar is 1 um). B) GISAXS 

scattering data collected at APS at an incident angle 𝜃 > 𝜃𝑐 capturing the full film morphology. 

C) Extracted line cuts along Qy for GISAXS captured on 1.25 L0 thick films. 

 

While AFM data allows for an understanding of the polymers coiling when the backbone is in 

plane, SEM imaging also revealed an extensive in plane morphology is formed especially on the 

non-preferential surface. SEM is limited in that a polymer may not produce adequate contrast, and 

due to the forward electron scattering it is hard to determine whether the morphology imaged 
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occurs in the film or at the film’s surface. Grazing incidence small angle x-ray scattering 

(GISAXS) was conducted in order to fully capture the in plane periodicity, d*, of the bottlebrush 

BCP (Figure 15). In GISAXS, at incident angles below the polymer film’s critical angle the 

incident wave is completely reflected by the surface, allowing for probing only the top few 

nanometers of the film. If the angle is increased to be above the film’s critical angle but below that 

of the silicon wafer, the incident wave is instead reflected by the wafer allowing the full film to be 

probed. Data was captured both above and below the critical angle of the film in order characterize 

both surface and film assembly. We observe that the d* for the non-preferential surface was closest 

to that of the bulk polymer (29.3 nm as measured by bulk SAXS). In comparison the peak shifted 

on all other substrates towards smaller qy resulting in an approximately 35% expansion in d* 

relative to the non-preferential surface or nearly 50% to in comparison to the bulk. This effect is 

not observed in linear polymers. Next the width of the peak can be used as a measure of the 

distribution of periodicities in the film. In particular we find that increasing substrate PLA affinity 

especially on SiOx vs xPS resulted in a  tigher distribution of d*. This tighter distribution coincided 

with a larger expansion in period relative to the bulk SAXS. Compression of the polymer relative 

to the bulk pitch is never observed suggesting the bottlebrush is sterically hindered from 

compressing. However, an expansion of up to 50% is observed at these conditions, with thinner 

films (Figure 16) showing a maximum expansion of 100% relative to the bulk lamellar spacing.  
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Figure 16. Polymer characteristic length scale in the in-plane direction as measured via 

GISAXS for gPS-b-gPLA on  SiOx (dark blue), xMMA (teal), xPS (red), and short PSOH 

(purple). The bulk periodicity as measured via SAXS is indicated with a black dashed line. 

 

Figure 16 shows GISAXS data collected at different film thicknesses demonstrating that 

expansion of the statistical length scale becomes more significant at thinner film thicknesses, 

especially on the silicon substrates. The need for the pendant groups to demix to form expanded 

spacing structures also helps to explain the differences in morphology observed in the case of out-

of-plane confinement. Here the bottlebrush polymer is driven to form perpendicular features even 

at commensurate spacings perhaps due to the strong surface-active effect of the pendant sidechains 

in addition to the relative small differences in surface energy between PS and PLA.39-40, 63 The 

formation of these in-plane features is not however solely due to this effect as GISAXS revealed 

the perpendicular morphology in all cases persists throughout the film thickness (Figure 21). Here 

a non-preferential substrate presented a boundary similar to the bulk which allowed for the 
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smallest, and closest to bulk, lamellar spacing to be obtained. Similarly, soft substrates (xPS, 

xMMA) allow the bottle brush polymer to form parallel features and thus there are no peaks 

corresponding to perpendicular morphology, while the hard SiOx instead causes the largest 

deviation from bulk behavior. The SiOx substrate also shows some effect of commensurability on 

the in-plane spacing, with the incommensurate thickness of 1.5 L0 presenting an expanded pitch 

relative to either 1.25 L0 or 2 L0.  

One possibility for the expanded lamellar period observed is that strong substrate interaction 

have been shown to increase the glass transition temperature of the block pinned at the interface 

and decrease it for the not favorable block.64-67 This can lead to changes in free volume causing a 

change in side chain screening. Effectively this is the reverse of what was observed in considering 

the height of the terraced structures. Again, in line with simulation slight changes in excluded 

volume can cause outsized changes in the polymer period. Further evidence that the volume of the 

bottlebrush is changing, and specifically that it is changing asymmetrically can be seen directly in 

the x-ray scattering. The bulk scattering shows an absence of the second order peak, indicating 

very symmetric lamella, but in the thin film we see a slight second order peak visible in the 

GISAXS on the silicon substrate, indicating assymetric lamella.  

In addition, Sheiko et. al. have specifically shown how strong absorption energies alters the free 

energy landscape for bottlebrush polymers by pulling the sidechains towards the surface in order 

to maximize the number of chains absorbed which results in full extension of the sidechains.68 

Hence the difference between chain extension on the xPMMA and the SiOx surface may be due 

solely to the increased interfacial energy present on the freshly piranha cleaned and thus very 

hydrophilic surface of the SiOx. A further factor is the ability of interfacial interactions to alter the 
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bending modulus of backbone, which has been shown to spontaneously curve on surfaces to 

maximize intramolecular sidechain interactions.69-70 

4.4.3 Bottlebrush polymers exhibit non-bulk morphologies under in-plane confinement 

  

Figure 17. A) 1x1 um SEM images of BCP assembled on top of chemical patterns at 

decreasing spacings (Ls) relative to L0. B) SEM of BCP after selectively staining PLA with SIS 

alumina, and the radial power spectral density showing lamellar period expansion C) Schematic 

showing the confining effect of the chemical pattern. 
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The most direct test of DSA, is to perform it using a hybrid epitaxial pattern with both 

topographic and chemical features presented on a spacing (Ls) that is an integer multiple of L0. 
71 

Here preferential guides (xPS) approximately 0.75 L0 wide stand a few nm above the non-

preferential backfill brush (PSOH). When a linear lamellar forming polymer is put on such a 

pattern which presents the appropriate cues, it will readily form well-ordered lamella. For linear 

polymers, as Ls is decreased and becomes incommensurate, the polymer adopts a smaller 

equilibrium lamellar period as the polymer adopts a tighter coil (Rg < Rg bulk); however, we 

hypothesized the steric hindrances of the bottlebrush sidechains will prohibit such a shrink.72-73 

Figure 17A shows SEM images of the assembled polymer structure on such a pattern, which 

reveal that even when the guiding pitch is commensurate with the bulk lamellar period, in the thin 

film gPS-b-gPLA prefers to adapt a non-bulk morphology resembling hexagonally close packed 

cylinders. To understand which domains forms the core the film was stained using alumina 

Sequential Infiltration Synthesis (SIS) which specifically stains the hydrophilic PLA.60 SIS 

staining with alumina showed that PLA formed the core of the structures seen (Figure 17B). 

Interestingly, the associated 1D radial power spectral density exhibits only a first order peak; 

whereas, a true perpendicular cylinder structure would exhibit peaks at 1, √3, 2, √7. The lack of 

higher order peaks is in agreement with the GISAXS taken during the out-of-plane confinement 

experiments detailed earlier during which only a primary peak was found. As chemical pattern 

pitch (Ls) continues to decrease this non-bulk cylindrical like morphology is lost and parallel 

morphology appears. Figure 17C schematically compares this confinement effect with that of 

linear polymers, where the polymer compresses and contracts under DSA confinement from Ls/L0 

of 2.85 to 3.174.  
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The presence of the new morphology is due to the unique architecture of the bottlebrush. The 

surface of the chemical pattern is PS rich relative to the non-preferential brush alone due to the 

presence of the xPS guide stripes. Similar to what was observed in the case of GISAXS scattering, 

the excess PS can facilitate re-arrangement of the bottlebrush PS sidechains forming globular 

domains with the non-interacting PLA forming a core.75-76 The re-arrangment of the sidechains 

also likely affects the statistical segment length of the backbone. Here it is well known in linear 

polymers that stiffening one block can cause a shift in the equilibrium phase space and push the 

cylinder phase towards equal volume fractions. This also results in a thinning of the cylinder 

corona region where local volume is created due to differences in statistical segment length 

between the two blocks.77 Bottlebrush polymers are uniquely sensitive to such changes in volume 

due to dominant effect their sidechains can have on L0 which may also partially explain the large 

increased in periodicity observed varying confinement. 

4.5 Conclusions 

In this work we studied the effect of thin film confinement on bottlebrush polymers. We found 

that these polymers formed perpendicular features under out-of-plane confinement, even at film 

thicknesses that should be commensurate with parallel assembly. These perpendicular features 

possessed only short-range order and were associated in all cases with an expansion of the block 

copolymers natural periodicity. These expanded features were found to occur both in the film and 

at the free interface and were thus not only due to the surface-active effect of the bottlebrush 

polymer’s pendant groups. This extension was minimized on non-preferential substrates, but 

drastically increased on substrates which strongly interacted with the PLA block. These strongly 

interacting substrates allow for the creation of more excluded volume between pendant groups and 

facilitate side chain re-arrangement in the bottlebrush allowing for an increase in the in plane 
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periodicity as measured via GISAXS. Utilizing a hybrid epitaxy DSA scheme it was found that in-

plane confinement also resulted in bottlebrush expansion and the creation of excluded volume, and 

the PS groups selectively demixed to yield PLA core structures with no long-range order. These 

features were found to persist across large ranges of chemical pattern pitches relative to the bulk 

spacing. It is clear that for lamella forming graft block copolymers to be successfully assembled 

into large defect free structures, care must be taken to insure that excluded volume changes present 

in bottle brush BCP thin films are suppressed or at least symmetric. 
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4.8 Supplemental Information 

4.8.1 Materials 

The third-generation Grubbs catalyst, G3 [(H2IMes)(pyr)2(Cl)2Ru=CHPh], was prepared 

according to previously reported procedures.78 The ω-norbornenyl polystyrene (PS)79 and poly(D,L-

lactide) (PLA)80 macromonomers were likewise prepared according to reported procedure. 

Anhydrous dichloromethane was obtained from a solvent purification system and stored in a 

glovebox. 

 

4.8.2 Synthesis of gPS-b-gPLA Brush Block Polymer 

gPS-b-gPLA was synthesized by the grafting-through ring-opening metathesis 

polymerization (ROMP) of PS and PLA macromonomers.  

 

 

Figure 18. Synthesis of gPS-b-gPLA brush block polymer by sequential grafting-through 

ring-opening metathesis polymerization. 
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In an argon glovebox, 40 mg of the PLA macromonomer (3230 g/mol, 0.0125 mmol) was 

transferred to a 4 mL vial equipped with a stir bar. The macromonomer was dissolved in 0.25 mL 

dichloromethane ([PLA] = 0.050 M). In a separate vial, 50 mg of the PS macromonomer (3990 

g/mol, 0.0125 mmol) was dissolved in 0.25 mL dichloromethane ([PS] = 0.050 M). In a third vial, 

12.6 mg of the G3 catalyst was dissolved in 0.50 mL dichloromethane ([G3] = 0.034 M). To 

initiate the polymerization, 16.5 μL of the catalyst stock solution was added to the rapidly stirring 

vial of the PLA macromonomer. After 30 minutes, the solution of the PS macromonomer was 

quickly added. The needle and syringe were flushed to ensure complete transfer. After 1 hour, the 

polymerizations were quenched outside the glovebox by rapidly adding a large excess of ethyl 

vinyl ether (≈ 0.2 mL). After stirring for 5 minutes, a silica-bound metal scavenger (SiliaMetS 

DMT) was added. The quenched ruthenium complex adsorbs to the silica and can be removed by 

filtration. The gPS-b-gPLA brush block polymer was isolated by precipitation into 50 mL cold 

(−78 °C) methanol. The precipitate was isolated by centrifugation, dried under high vacuum for 

24 hours, then freeze-dried from benzene. 

 

 

4.8.3 Size-Exclusion Chromatography 

SEC data were collected using two Agilent PLgel MIXED-B 300 × 7.5 mm columns with 10 μm 

beads. The columns were connected in series with an Agilent 1260 pump, Wyatt 18-angle DAWN 

HELEOS light scattering detector, and Optilab rEX differential refractive index detector. The 

mobile phase was THF, and the flow rate was 1 mL/min.  
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Figure 19. Size-exclusion chromatography data for (red) gPS-b-gPLA and (blue) gPLA 

(prior to addition of the PS macromonomer). 

 

Table 4. Backbone degrees of polymerization (Nbb), total molar mass, and dispersity 

determined by size-exclusion chromatography. 

 

ID Nbb,PS Nbb,PLA 
Total 

Mw (kDa) 
Ð 

gPS-

b-gPLA 
20 20 140 1.03 

gPLA – 20 67 1.02 
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4.8.4 TGA of polymer at annealing conditions 

 

Figure 20. TGA of gPS-b-gPLA.  

In order to insure no degradation was occurring during annealing a TGA run was set up which 

followed the annealing temperature profile. During the one hour spent at 170°C no degradation 

was observed. After this pseudo-annealing process the polymer was ramped up to 600°C to 

definitively observe the polymer degradation, which begins at approximately 270°C 
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4.8.5 GISAXS comparison of film and surface morphology. 

 

Figure 21. GISAXS taken both above (full film) and below (surface) the critical angle of 

the polymer film for both symmetric (A) and assymetric (B) wetting conditions. In general there 

is good agreement between surface and full film measurements. Surface morphology is never 

observed without bulk morphology. 
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Chapter 5: Facile control of block surface energy via clickable modification of 

poly (styrene-block-butadiene) enabling topcoat-free directed self-assembly 

with thermal annealing 

5.1 Abstract 

A versatile protocol is outlined to create A-b-(B-r-C) block copolymers with differing Flory-

Huggins parameters, χ, and equal surface free energies (SFE). Thiol-ene click is used to modify 

polybutadiene (PB) homopolymer to rapidly create B-r-C blocks with varying composition, φ. 

Water contact angle (WCA) is used to identify the composition that results in a similar surface free 

energy (SFE) to the A block, polystyrene (PS). Small angle X-ray scattering was then carried out 

to determine the effect of modification on the morphology. Two different A-b-(B-r-C) polymers 

are identified and synthesized via the thiol-ene “click” reaction with mercaptoethanol (MEA) and 

1-thioglycerol (MGA) from the same parent PS-b-PB block copolymer. Both polymers show a 

linear dependence in SFE and a second order dependence in χ with composition, enabling χ to be 

fully decoupled from the processing restraints required for topcoat free directed self-assembly 

(DSA) with thermal annealing. The radical scavenger, butylated hydroxy toluene (BHT), was 

added to suppress the crosslinking of unreacted double bonds enabling 1 m defect free pattern 

using the Liu-Nealey (LiNe) DSA process flow. 

5.2 Introduction 

As the semiconductor industry continuously moves toward ever-shrinking feature sizes, 

directed self-assembly (DSA) of block copolymers (BCPs) has emerged as a promising approach 

for the patterning of sub-lithographic features. In DSA a lithographically defined template is 
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subdivided through the guided self-assembly of BCPs and has been investigated in high volume 

manufacturing (HVM) using the Liu-Nealey (LiNe) process flow, with the model BCP 

poly(styrene-block-methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA).
1-3 However, the model BCP PS-b-

PMMA can only form features down to a lamellar period, or full pitch, of approximately 20 nm, 

on account of its low Flory-Huggins parameter, χ.4 As such, significant efforts have focused on 

the development of higher  BCPs over the last few years.5 For example, Yu et al synthesized 

poly(solketal methacrylate-block-styrene) with a χ of 0.438 at 25 °C.6 Kwak et al. reported a 

lamellar structure with a full pitch of 5.7 nm using poly(dihydroxystyrene-block-styrene) (PDHS-

b-PS). PDHS-b-PS has a χ of 0.7 at 170 °C.7 Other high χ BCPs can also be accessed by adding 

ionic liquids to PS-b-PMMA,8 replacing PS with silylated variants,9 or making architectural 

changes.10 However, a main issue associated with high χ BCPs is that the two block also tend to 

have dissimilar surface free energies (SFE, γ). As a result, parallel orientation rather than the 

desired perpendicular orientation is observed upon self-assembly. In addition, while numerous 

BCPs exist with high χ, simulations have shown that a high χN is strongly associated with 

increased defect formation suggesting that each pitch may have an optimum χ associated with it,
11 

and as such, to access ever smaller defect free pitch sizes using DSA requires more than 

maximizing the χ in a BCP. 

To realize perpendicular orientation, several strategies have been developed to cope with BCPs 

having dissimilar SFE. Solvent vapor can be used to change the polymer-air interface into a 

polymer-solvent interface, which helps to modulate differences in SFE.12-13 However, the addition 

of solvent also brings shortcomings such as long annealing times, deformation of structures, and 

incompatibility with industrial nanofabrication processes.14 Another strategy is the use of topcoat 

layers which can present a balanced interfacial energy to the BCP.15-19 Recent work has even 
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shown how initiated chemical vapor deposition (iCVD) could be used to crosslink the BCP turning 

any BCP into its own non-preferential topcoat.
20 However, the compositions of topcoats must be 

very carefully tailored to produce a non-preferential surface for a specific BCP. Furthermore, these 

approaches all required additional processing steps and therefore cost. As such, it would be ideal 

to use BCPs that can form perpendicular orientation solely via (industrially friendly) thermal 

annealing. This requires a BCP, in which both blocks have equal SFE: a difference of less than 

10% can be sufficient to induce parallel assembly.21 Unfortunately, only a few BCPs such as PS-

b-PMMA, poly(styrene-block-lactic acid), and poly(styrene-block-propylene carbonate) exhibit 

equal SFE.22-23 

Recently, Kim et al. proposed a novel strategy to decouple the bulk thermodynamics of a BCP 

and its SFE by employing a A-b-(B-r-C) polymer.24 The key to this strategy is the selection of the 

B and C components, which should be less and more polar than the A block, respectively. The 

theory has shown that while SFE is strictly an additive function of composition, χ has a non-linear 

dependence on the composition.25-26 Therefore, equal SFE can be achieved at a certain 

compositional ratio of B to C in B-r-C block. This prior work showed that the partial epoxidation 

of the polyisoprene block in a poly (styrene-block-isoprene) (PS-b-PI) copolymer does allow 

access to a BCP with equal SFE and slightly enhanced χ. However, the thermodynamic versatility 

for this particular system is limited, i.e. χAB, χAC, and χBC is restricted due to limited compositional 

flexibility. Presented herein is the development of a high throughput, versatile synthetic approach 

that can be employed to allow access to many BCPs with varying chemistries and unique 

thermodynamic pathways, each of which contains an A block and (B-r-C) block with equal SFE 

and enhanced χ (Scheme 1). To realize this approach, facile thiol-ene click chemistry27-28 is used 
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to modify an alkene-containing parent polymer, poly(styrene-block-1,2-butadiene) (PS-b-PB) (1,2 

content of the PB block is 90 mol %), with a wide variety of thiols ranging from non-polar to polar.  

 

Figure 22. A high throughput synthetic approach to differently functionalized block 

copolymers used for screen for block copolymers which possess equal surface energy for 

Directed Self-Assembly applications. 

5.3 Results and discussion 

An illustration of the specific protocol utilized in this work is outlined in Figure 22. First, a 

homopolymer analogue of the B block, here 1,2-polybutadiene (PB) (90 mol% of 1,2 content), is 

modified via thiol-ene click chemistry to create a B-r-C copolymer with different degrees of 

functionalization (φ), which is realized by altering the reaction time. Thiol-ene chemistry was 

employed on account of its robustness and tolerance to a wide variety of functional groups.29-30 A 

series of these polymers are prepared with a range of φ and the water contact angle (WCA) of this 

B-r-C block is then compared to that of the A block to determine if the approximated surfaces free 

energies are close. If they are not, then the thiol-ene reaction is repeated to alter φ. Once the 
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relationship between φ and WCA is known, then the parent A-b-B polymer is modified with the 

conditions necessary to achieve the φ at which the WCA for the two blocks is equal. At this point, 

small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is used to verify the morphology and χ of the resulting A-b-

(B-r-C) polymer. The desired morphology is lamellar. The hole-island test is then carried out at 

elevated temperatures on silicon in order to verify the SFE is equal enough for both blocks to wet 

the free interface. This polymer is then tested on differing random copolymer substrates to identify 

a strongly preferential substrate, as well as a non-preferential substrate. Finally, this preferential 

substrate is patterned with e-beam lithography, and a non-preferential material is backfilled in to 

create a LiNe process flow chemical pattern,2 to allow for the DSA. 

 

While true SFE consists of the sum of thermodynamic interactions between the polymer 

components and the free interface, WCA provides a quick and easy, though indirect, method to 

reliably probe the surface wetting behavior.
31 Since both homo PB and and PB block in the PS-b-

Figure 23. a) Synthetic scheme of thiols modified PB homopolymer and PS-b-PB 

using thiol-ene “click” chemistry. b) Overall protocol for the creation and DSA of A-b-(B-r-

C) with equal SFE. Each box shows the key experimental question or outcome of a given step 

and is labeled with the figure in which the data is presented for ease of reference. 
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PB used in this work have similar molecular weight and microstructure (90 mol% of 1,2-content) 

and only φ is varied, the WCA-φ relationship of the modified homo PB is assumed to be similar 

to that of modified PS-b-PB. Therefore, homo PB was used to rapidly evaluate the effect that 

varying thiol functionalities and φ has on the WCA, and thus SFE. In a good agreement with 

theory, Figure 24 demonstrates a linear relationship between φ and WCA of the (B-r-C) analogue 

material (PB-r-PB(Thiol)). The measured WCA of homo PS and homo PB are 90° and 101 °, 

respectively. When the homo PB is modified by a less polar thiol, MCHEX, its WCA increases, 

moving it further away from PS and indicating that it cannot be used to create an equal SFE PS-b-

(PB-r-PB(Thiol)). In comparison, modifying the homo-PB with polar thiols results in a reduction 

of the WCA, with more polar moieties producing a greater reduction in WCA at an equivalent φ. 

A series of PB-r-PB(Thiol) with different functional groups and degree of functionalization φ 

were synthesized shown in Figure 1. From the WCA data shown in Figure 1 it is estimated that a 

φ of 25 %, 24%, 20 %, and 15% for MGM, MBOC, MEA, and MGA, respectively, would result 

in the WCA of the PB-r-PB(Thiol) block being close to that of the A block, PS. Using these WCA 

relationships as guides, a PS-b-PB block copolymer (Mn= 16.5 kg/mol, PS:PB molar ratio= 

0.356:0.644, Đ= 1.10, 90 mol% of 1,2-content in PB block) was functionalized via thiol-ene 

chemisty in a similar manner as used to functionalize the homo-PB polymer. To allow a more 

complete study in addition to the PS-b-(PB-r-PB(Thiol)) with φ close to the above determined 

point of crossover, i.e. 25 % for MGM, 24 % for MBOC, 20 % for MEA, and 15 % for MGA, PS-

b-( PB-r-PB(Thiol))s with other φ values were also synthesized. 
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Figure 24. a) Chemical structures of thiols modified homo PB. b) Water contact angle of 

thiols modified PB (red dashed line represents the WCA of homo PS). 

 SAXS was performed to determine the effect of modification on the BCPs morphology 

(Figure 25). It was found by SAXS (Figure ) that at a level of φ predicted to have equal SFEs for 

the MGM and MBOC-modified BCPs resulted in a change in morphology from lamellae to 

hexagonally closed packed cylinders. This transformation is presumably a consequence of the shift 

in volume fraction after attaching these bulky thiols. In addition, no higher order scattering peaks 

were observed for φ = 24.7-51.9 for PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MGM)) and 35.3-64.7 for PS-b-(PB-r-
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PB(MBOC)), indicating the absence of strong microphase separation and therefore much smaller 

eff. Only PS-b-PB modified using the two less bulky and more polar thiols, MEA and MGA, 

maintained lamellar morphology. Therefore, these two materials were selected for further study. 

The first thing to note is that the lamellar periodicity (L0=2π/q*, where q* is the principle Bragg 

reflection) changes with different φ, indicating that the eff of the resulting materials changes on 

account of the thiol addition. In addition, there is a general shift from equally spaced lamella (no 

second order peak in SAXS) to asymmetric lamella (second order peak observed) upon increasing 

the amount of polar thiol added to the backbone. This indicates the added volume of the thiol 

moiety directly affects the morphology and should be taken into account when considering the eff 

of the polymer. The addition of the thiol also results in the appearance of higher ordering scattering, 

which is directly related to the bulk grain size and is often qualitatively related back to a change 

in eff.
32  
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Figure 25. a) SAXS of PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MEA)) and b) PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MGA)). The curves 

were shifted vertically for clarity. 

To more quantitatively investigate the effect of thiol addition on eff, we employed the 

previously reported binary interaction model.25, 33-34 One can more completely probe the 

dependence of eff on φ by using the SCFT derived relationship (Eqn. 1): 

 

 𝐿0 = 1.10𝑎𝑁
2

3𝜒
1

6                                        (1) 

Where L0 is the lamellar period, a is the statistical segment chain length, and N is the number 

of standard lattice volumes occupied by the polymer rather than the degree of polymerization. Here 

it is important to be be careful about notations and definitions, and be clear on any assuptioms 
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being made. First, it is assumed that the SCFT relationship holds at the value of χN of these 

polymers, which is commonly done throughout the literature.
8, 35-36 

Next, it is assumed that the thiol-ene modification does not drastically alter the backbone 

stiffness as reflected in the statistical segment length, a, which allows us to rearrange the equation 

to be equal to a constant (Eqn. 2). This is a reasonable assumption give the relatively low degree 

of modification, φ, in these materials. If this is done then it is possible to directly compare with the 

known qualities of the well studied A-b-B parent polymer (Eqn. 3).  

𝐿0/(𝑁
2

3𝜒
1

6) = 1.10𝑎                                       (2) 

�̂�0/(�̂�
2

3�̂�
1

6) [Modified] =  𝐿0/(𝑁
2

3𝜒
1

6) [Parent]                           (3) 

Finally, the SAXS data clearly shows that it is important to take into account the added volume 

of the thiol addition. Assuming that densities do not change significantly, and the volume of the 

thiol is directly added onto the volume of the BCP it is possible to say that N of the modified 

polymer is directly equal to N of the parent polymer plus N of the thiol added and arrive at the 

final equation used to calculate χeff. 

�̂�0/((𝑁 + 𝑁𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑜𝑙)
2

3�̂�
1

6)  =  𝐿0/(𝑁
2

3𝜒
1

6)                                (4) 

Figure 26 shows eff of the final products calculated using equation 4 with published χPS-b-PB = 

0.055.37 The effect of the addition of thiols on the lamellar periodicity quantitatively shows a 

second order effect on χeff, again in good agreement with theory as well as the qualitative SAXS 

results. This second order dependence of χ on φ along with the first order dependence of WCA 

and thus SFE on φ is the critical property of an A-b-(B-r-C) architecture when viewed for DSA 

applications. 
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Figure 26. The effect of thiols and φ on χeff calculated: eff vs a) φMEA and b) φMGA. 

(eff was calculated using eq. 4) 

As shown in Figure 27, the wetting behavior of modified PS-b-PB was further investigated 

using a so-called “Hole-Island” test.38-39 The key of this test is the formation of topography in the 

BCP thin films that depends upon the BCP as-cast film thickness relative to its lamellar periodicity 

(L0) and the wetting preferences at both interfaces. Here, 1.75 L0 (as-cast) thin film was annealed 
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at 165 °C on crosslinked PS (x-PS). The thermal properties of these two materials are shown in 

Figure . After annealing, holes formed from pristine PS-b-PB, indicating a symmetric wetting 

condition with polybutadiene at both the top and bottom interfaces (Figure 27a). As more MEA is 

attached to the PB block, a transition from holes to islands (Figure 27c and d) is observed 

suggesting that the SFE of the (B-r-C) block starts to increase until it is eventually higher than that 

of PS. At an intermediate composition (φ=19.6 mol% and 14.6 mol% for MEA and MGA, 

respectively) we find 0.5 L0 topography indicative of equal SFE, with one block still preferentially 

wetting the substrate. These compositions were very close to those predicted by WCA 

measurements discussed previously. In addition, the eff at these compositions were calculated to 

be 0.041 and 0.074 for PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MEA)) and PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MGA)), respectively at 165 

°C. 

 

Figure 27. AFM height traces of a) PS-b-PB, b-d) PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MEA)) with different 

degree of functionalization φ, and e-g) PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MGA)) with different degree of 

functionalization φ on x-PS coated silicon wafer.  
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The bottom interfacial energy is then fine tuned to also be non-preferential through the use of 

poly(t-butyl styrene)-r-poly(methyl methacrylate) which bears an azide-based crosslinker (see 

Figure  for the synthetic details).40 Figure 28 shows that as the t-butyl styrene (tBS) content was 

increased, the topography vanished and fingerprint patterns were observed under SEM. The tBS 

composition required to achieve this was from 28.3 to 42.5 mol% for PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MEA)) and 

24.0 to 38.5 mol% for PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MGA)). As a comparison, the non-preferential tBS window 

for lamellar forming PS-b-PMMA is 19.0- 29.5 mol%. It is worthwhile noting that further 

increasing content of tBS eventually caused the film to become optically cloudy after annealing, 

indicating the presence of dewetting.  
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Figure 28. a) Water contact angles for the random copolymer mat with different tBS content. 

(The mat chemical structure is shown in the inlet and the non-preferential window for two 

materials marked). b) Top-down SEM images of PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MEA)) and c) PS-b-(PB-r-

PB(MGA)) indicative of assembly within the non-preferential window. Scale bar is 500 nm. 
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In both representative samples, (PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MEA)) and PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MGA))), there 

are residue unreacted double bonds, which are known to crosslink at elevated temperature.41-42 To 

verify that crosslinking was occurring at the same time scale as the assembly process, the post 

annealing block copolymer was washed from the surface using toluene/DMF mixture solvent. 

Upon doing this it was found that a significant amount of residue remained on the surface (Figure 

). If the film crosslinks too quickly it will negatively affect the DSA process by ‘freezing’ in an 

incompletely assembled structure. To probe this crosslinking behavior in more detail, rheology 

experiments were undertaken. Figure 29 shows the storage modulus and tan δ captured from 

frequency sweep rheology performed at 150 °C, which allows a quantitative evaluation of the 

crosslinking during the annealing process. The storage modulus rapidly increases with 

crosslinking, at the same time the tan δ first increases as the film phase separates and then rapidly 

decreases as the film crosslinks and becomes more elastic.43-44 The decrease is observed within a 

half hour at high frequencies, which probe the smallest length scales. Assuming a doubling of 

kinetics with every 10 °C, this corresponds to an onset of crosslinking within minutes at 200 °C 

which was the ultimate temperature used for DSA. Okhrimenko suggested a radical mechanism 

for this thermal crosslink.45 Simply adding 0.1 % BHT by weight relative to the BCP slows the 

cross linking as indicated by the much slower rise in storage modulus as well as the flattening of 

the peak in tan δ observed at 100 Rad/s and the complete absence of a tan δ peak at either 10 Rad/s 

or 1 Rad/s. To verify the effect is controlled by the PB domain, homopolymer PS was also tested 

for comparison and showed a pure liquid like behavior (Figure ). 
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Figure 29. Rheology showing the storage modulus (dotted lines) and Tan δ (solid lines) at 

100 rad/s (black), 10 rad/s (blue), and 1 rad/s (red) both with (a) and without (b) 0.1% BHT. Data 

was obtained at 150 °C and the x axis is shared between the two figures.  

Having found conditions that will minimize this crosslinking, it was then important to 

investigate the DSA capability of this new A-b-(B-r-C) platform. PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MEA)) was 

chosen to go through LiNe DSA process. Figure 30 outlines the basic steps of LiNe DSA flow that 

are more completely described in the methods. In this process a pattern pitch LS was used that is 

four times that of the BCP natural lamellar period L0. After the trim etch step, which establishes 

the guide stripe width, the pattern is inspected via SEM. The trim etch time was adjusted to achieve 

1.5 L0 wide guide stripes. While 0.5 – 1 L0 wide is ideal, this is often difficult to achieve when L0 

is small without collapse of the resist pattern.
46 After creation of the chemical pattern, a non-
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preferential brush with a composition in the window previously found was grafted between the 

guide stripes. On top of this complete chemical pattern PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MEA)) was spin coated 

both with and without BHT in order to further validate the rheometry results vis-à-vis crosslinking. 

After annealing for 200°C for 1 hour it was found that without BHT some registration was 

achieved, however, by adding 0.1 wt % BHT perfect 1 m wide DSA could be achieved. 

 

Figure 30. a) The LiNe flow schematic outlining the creation of a chemoepitaxial pattern. 

b) SEM inspection of the guide strip pattern with a pitch of 82 nm immediately following trim 

etch. c) SEM of DSA of PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MEA)) with and without 0.1% BHT. Scale bar is 250 

nm. 

5.4 Conclusions 

Here a simple and robust protocol has been demonstrated which allows the facile creation of 

new equal surface energy block copolymers fit for DSA. Using thiol-ene click chemistry, B-r-C 

(PB-r-PB(Thiol)) blocks were created with varying φ. WCA was used to quickly iterate through 
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the various compositions to identify that closest to the A (PS) block, as well as to show the linear 

dependence of WCA on φ. It is also worth noting that the volume fraction change after thiol-ene 

chemistry especially using bulky thiols could lead to non-lamellar morphology. Nonetheless, using 

smaller and more polar thiols and the WCA determined composition as a target, two different A-

b-(B-r-C) polymers were synthesized and definitively shown to have equal SFE through the Hole-

Island test. The χeff of these blocks was probed through SCFT, and the second order dependence 

of χeff on φ was both qualitatively and quantitatively verified in agreement with theory. The Hole-

Island test was then used again to identify both preferential and non-preferential substrates for 

DSA. The addition of BHT was found to slow vinyl crosslinking suggested by rheology results 

(quantitative) and rinse tests (qualitative). The combination of PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MEA)) with BHT 

allowed for perfect 1 m wide DSA without topcoat. 
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5.6 Supplemental Information 

5.6.1 Methods 

Surface Preparation 

All surfaces were prepared on freshly hot piranha cleaned (DANGER!) silicon using wafers 

purchased from silicon materials or Pure Wafer (previously WRS materials). Brushes were spun 

coat to a thickness > 30 nm to ensure sufficient material for grafting, whereas cross-linkable mats 

were spun coat to the desired thickness (~10 nm). Brushes were grafted by heating the wafer to 

200 °C for one hour under vacuum in a custom annealing chamber equivalent to a hotplate which 

had been pump/purged with nitrogen. Similarly, mats were crosslinked at 250°C for 30 minutes. 

After grafting or crosslinking the surfaces were sonicated 3 times in the spin coating solvent to 

ensure the removal of unattached material.  

5.6.2 Metrology 

Film thicknesses were measured using a J.A. Woollam Alpha SE ellipsometer, and fitted using 

a Si-SiOx-Cauchy model where the native oxide thickness was preset at 1.5 nm. For films under 

10 nm the optical constants were first fit to thick films, and then locked to more accurately capture 

the film thickness. AFM was conducted on films using a Bruker multimode 5 in tapping mode. 

SEM images were captured on a Zeiss Merlin using a 1 – 1.5 KeV accelerating voltage at a working 

distance below 3 mm using the in-lens secondary electron detector, brightness and contrast were 

adjusted for presentation. Rheometry measurements were performed using the TA Instruments 

ARES-G2 strain-controlled shear rheometer with the sample temperature regulated by a forced 

convection oven. Frequency sweep measurements from 0.3–100 rad/s were performed at small 
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strains (in the linear viscoelastic region) continually over the course of several hours under N2 

environment.  

5.6.3 LiNe flow DSA 

Following Figure 30, first a surface was prepared with a preferential crosslinked mat. Allresist 

AR-N 7520 was spun on top of this mat and soft baked at 150°C for one minute, which yielded a 

60 nm thick film. As AR-N 7520 is also light sensitive, the sample was stored in a light tight 

container to minimize exposure. Films were exposed on a Raith EBPG 5300+ using a pattern 

dimension of 14 nm, with a 2 nm resolution, a 1 nA current and a dose of 800-1300 µC/cm2. The 

patterns were then developed in MIF 726 for 1 minute, before being quickly rinsed with water (15 

seconds) and dried with N2. Patterns were trim etched into the preferential mat using a 

Plasmatherm RIE with pure oxygen plasma at a pressure of 10 mTorr, and a bias of 65 watts for 

15 seconds. After etching, the remaining resist was stripped by sonicating three times in NMP for 

5 minutes. After drying with N2, a non-preferential brush was back grafted into the pattern as 

previously described. The pattern was then again sonicated three times in a good solvent for the 

brush to insure no un-grafted material remained. Finally, the block copolymer solution was spun 

on and annealed at 200°C for 1 hour in a vacuum chamber, though glovebox gave similar results. 

5.6.4 Polymer synthesis and characterization 

Materials. Mercaptoethanol (MEA, 99%, Aldrich), 1-thioglycerol (MGA, 97%, Aldrich), 

methyl thioglycolate (MGM, 95%, Aldrich), and 2-(boc-amino) ethanethiol (MBOC, 97%, 

Aldrich) were used as received. 2,2-Azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) (AIBN, 98%, Aldrich) was 

recrystallized from methanol before use. Polybutadiene (PB, 90 mol% of 1,2-content) was 

purchased from Aldrich. Poly(styrene-b-butadiene) (PS-b-PB, Mn= 8500 g/mol -b-8000 g/mol, 90 

mol% of 1,2-content) was purchased from Polymer Source Inc. 
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Polymer synthesis. A typical thiol-ene modification on PB is described as follows: to a two-

neck round bottom flask was added PB (0. 2 g, 3.7 mmol), MEA (8.67 g, 111.1 mmol, 30eq), 

AIBN (6.0 mg, 0.036 mmol, 0.01 eq), and THF (20 mL). The mixture was purged with anhydrous 

N2 for 30 min and stir for 2h at 60 °C. The reaction was then quenched using liquid N2, 

concentrated and precipitated into H2O.  

A typical thiol-ene modification on PS-b-PB is described as follows: to a two-neck round 

bottom flask was added PS-b-PB (0. 15 g, 1.34 mmol), MEA (3.15 g, 40.3 mmol, 30 eq), AIBN 

(2.2 mg, 0.013 mmol, 0.01 eq), and THF (15 mL). The mixture was purged with anhydrous N2 for 

30 min and stir for 2h at 60 °C. The reaction was quenched using liquid N2, concentrated and 

precipitated into methanol. 

The molecular weight and polydispersity indices (Đ) were measured using a Shimadzu gel 

permeation chromatography system equipped with a Wyatt DAWN HELEOS II Multi-Angle Light 

Scattering detector, a Wyatt ViscoStar III differential viscometer, a Wyatt Optilab T-rEX 

differential refractive index detector, and a Shimadzu SPD-M30A Photodiode Array detector (200-

800 nm) dynamic light scattering detector. THF was used as the eluent and columns sets are: 2 

Agilent PLgel 5 um MIXED-D plus guard. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) was 

recorded on a Bruker AVANCE II+ 500 at room temperature. The samples were dissolved in 

CDCl3. The degree of functionalization φ was calculated using 1H-NMR integrals.  
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Figure 31. From top to bottom: 1H-NMR of PS-b-PB, PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MEA)), PS-b-(PB-

r-PB(MGA)), PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MGA)), PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MGM)), PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MBOC)) in 

CDCl3. 

Degree of functionalization of MEA is calculated as follows: 

φMEA =  
0.72

2

3.39

2
+

1.97−
3.39

2
2

= 19.6 % 
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Figure 32. The SAXS of PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MGM)) (left) and PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MBOC)) 

(right). Curves were shifted vertically for clarity. 
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Table 5. Summary of BCPs used in this work. 

Sample ID φ 

Mn 

Đ 

Kg/mol 

PS-b-PB 0 16.5 1.10 

PS-b-(PB-r-

PB(MEA)) 

19.6 18.8 1.12 

PS-b-(PB-r-

PB(MGA)) 

14.6 18.9 1.13 

 

 

Figure 33. The SEC profile of PS-b-PB (black), PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MEA)) (red), and PS-b-

(PB-r-PB(MGA)) (blue). 
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Thermal properties.  

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed on a TA Discovery DSC 2500. The 

samples were equilibrated at 150 °C for 5 min to eliminate thermal history then cooled to -80 °C 

at a rate of 10 °C/min and equilibrated for another 5 min followed by a heating cycle at 10 °C/min. 

The glass transitions were measured on the heating cycle. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) 

was recorded on a TA Discovery TGA. The samples were equilibrated at 105 °C for 5 min to 

remove any moisture followed by a heating rate of 10 °C/min to 600 °C under N2 atmosphere. 

Small-Angle X-ray scattering was recorded on a SAXSLAB (XENOCS)’s GANESHA with a Cu 

Kα (λ= 1.54 Å) X-ray source. The samples were annealed at 165 °C for 20h under vacuum before 

measurement. The exposure time was 33 min for each sample. 

 

Figure 34. a) DSC profile of PS-b-PB, PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MEA)) and PS-b-(PB-r-

PB(MGA)). Lines shifted vertically for clarity. b) TGA curves of PS-b-PB, PS-b-(PB-r-

PB(MEA)) and PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MGA)).    
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Synthesis of poly (t-butyl styrene-random- methyl methacrylate) (xSTM-N3). The synthetic 

procedure was reported elsewhere.1  

 

Figure 35. a) Synthetic scheme of xSTM-N3; b) 1H-NMR of xSTM-N3 (top) and xSTM-

Cl (bottom) in CDCl3; c) FT-IR spectra of xSTM-N3 (top) and xSTM-Cl (bottom). 
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Polymer Crosslinking Study 

 

Figure 36. Qualitative crosslinking test shows areas of insoluble material after annealing 

which is completely suppressed by the addition of BHT. (Each square is 200 µm wide.) 

PS-b-(PB-r-PB(MEA)) films which were annealed at 200°C for 1 hour as part of the DSA 

optimization experiments were subsequently rinsed and sonicated with increasing polarity 

mixtures of toluene: DMF (1:0, 2:1, 1;1, 1:2, 1:9, 0:1). Images were taken after final sonication 

showing clear residue without BHT. 
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Figure 37. Rheology showing the storage modulus (dotted lines) and Tan δ (solid lines) at 

100 Rad/s (black), 10 Rad/s (blue), and 1 Rad/s (red) for homo PS. Data was obtained at 150 °C. 
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Chapter 6: Freeing Directed Self-Assembly from Surface and Interfacial 

Energies 

6.1 Abstract 

Directed Self-Assembly (DSA) of block copolymers (BCPs) is a promising technique for 

cheaply creating nanoscale features. However, the use of BCPs for this application requires both 

blocks have equal surface free energies (SFE), controllable substrate wetting including both 

preferential and non-preferential, high etch contrast, as well as a Flory-Huggins parameter, , high 

enough for moderate phase separation, but not so high as to prohibit defect annihilation. To date, 

the BCPs that meets these requirements is still very limited.  Here we demonstrate a high 

throughput approach to create a series of BCPs on one parent platform that meet all industrial 

requirements. These materials are also capable of forming their own non-preferential brush layer, 

simplifying the synthetic requirements for DSA as well as the process flow. Lastly the capability 

of incorporation of etch resistant chemistries is shown to enable direct pattern transfer. We believe 

the work here will broaden the scope for DSA suitable materials and promote the next-generation 

of nanolithography.  

6.2 Introduction 

Directed self-assembly (DSA) of block copolymers (BCPs) is a promising nano-patterning 

technique due to not only its ability to form well-ordered and perfectly aligned nanostructures over 

a large areas but also its low cost and high throughput capability.1-3 The ideal block copolymers 

for DSA are high , with equal surface free energy (SFE), and innately controllable interfacial 

energy so that small feature size and perpendicular orientation can be achieved via thermal anneal 
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without additional steps such as top-coat, solvent annealing or brush grafting. Without precisely 

engineering the polymer architecture it has been difficult to achieve just two of these three 

requirements, In particular high  arises from dissimilar chemistries which often results in large 

differences in SFE.  These differences in surface free energy can be corrected for through replacing 

the free interface with a solvent,4-7 or top-coat interface which presents a balanced interfacial 

interaction.8-11 Top-coat methods have recently gained interest due to the ability to crosslink the 

BCP itself prior to annealing so that it presents itself as a non-preferential top interface.8 While 

these methods allow for the creation of through film structures, which necessarily requires 

balanced SFE and interfacial energies, it is of note that only polystyrene-block-

polymethylmethacrylate (PS-b-PMMA) which requires neither topcoat or solvent annealing, is the 

only platform which has been implemented in an all track process with in depth defectivity and 

kinetics studies.12-16 Furthermore it is only PS-b-PMMA which has been integrated and electrically 

validated in semiconductor manufacturing processes for the creation of sublithographic vias and 

transistors.17-21 This must be in no small part due to the ease of processing a material with innately 

equal surface energies which can simply be thermally annealed. When considering interfacial 

interactions with the substrate, PS-b-PMMA also benefits from a large amount of effort 

investigating various options for non-preferential and preferential surfaces.22-28 

Yet in spite of all these benefits, PS-b-PMMA has a relatively low Flory-Huggins interaction 

parameter () which limits the realization of sub-10 nm resolution,29 and also negatively impacts 

the interfacial width as well as the roughness of the resulting  pattern.30-31 Because of these 

limitations, PS-b-PMMA faces many challenges in order to keep up with the ever increasing 

feature sizes demanded by the semiconductor industry. One particularly successful approach to 

this issue is simply synthesizing materials structurally close to PS-b-PMMA and hoping that 
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minute changes shift  more than SFE. This has resulted in the identification of both PS-b-PLA as 

well as PS-b-PPC as new candidates for DSA.1, 32 Recently, we have shown a new strategy utilizing 

A-b-(B-r-C) architectures to effectively decouple  from SFE. While at first this approach was 

limited to a single polymer system.33 Recently we have shown how this approach can be 

generalized using high throughput click chemistry to create a family of materials compatible with 

DSA. 

Building upon this work we now demonstrate the creation of a new generation of BCPs based 

upon a PS-b-polyglyicdylmethacrylate (PS-b-PGMA) platform for DSA applications. These 

materials meet the following requirements: 1) High enough Flory-Huggins interaction parameter 

() to achieve sub-10 nm resolution, 2) form perpendicular orientation via thermal annealing, 

which is compatible with the current semiconductor fabrication processes, and 3) good etch 

contrast. In comparison to our previous platform which utilized anionic synthesis, these materials 

are easily synthesized via RAFT which allows for precise tailoring of volume fraction to insure 

the resulting morphology is lamellar. Furthermore the clickable group is completely reacted to 

insure material stability. Here, we also present a novel solution to controlling substrate interfacial 

energy. As a result of the thiol – epoxide click we introduce a moderately grafting-capable moiety 

(e.g. -secondary hydroxyl) into the BCP backbone. This grafting group allows the BCP to present 

its own non-preferential interfacial energy analogous to what has been shown in recent top-coat 

literature. In combination with the precisely controlled equal surface energy enabled by the A-b-

(B-r-C) architecture, we can achieve not only top-coat but also bottom coat free. As the non-

preferential surface is formed in a BCP self-brushing process, we can precisely control the degree 

of brushing to insure chemical pattern registration. This new material platform allows for an 
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implementation and trial of new chemistries in fewer processing steps than ever before, 

accelerating the DSA learning process towards high volume manufacturing. 

6.3 High throughput approach to a series of high  BCPs with equal SFE. 

Here we demonstrated a high throughput approach for a series of high  BCPs with equal SFE 

using poly (styrene-block-glycidyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PGMA) as a platform and a robust thiol-

epoxy “click” reaction. The thiol-epoxy reaction is selected on account of its robustness and 

tolerance with air, moisture, a wide range of available functionalities, and its energy efficiency (no 

heating needed for the reaction to proceed). Further benefits are the  of the product could be 

enhanced by the increased polarity of the backbone due to the generation of an additional hydroxyl 

group formed by opening the epoxide. This generated secondary hydroxyl group along with any 

other graftable group on the thiol moiety also serves an important role by grafting onto the silicon 

wafer and acting as its own non-preferential bottom brush layer. As for the thiol selection, we 

selected polar thiols, i.e. MEA, TGM, and 2MP, and less-polar thiols, i.e. TF and PTMS. The 

synthetic details are provided in the supporting information. The resulting materials exhibit 

perpendicular orientation without topcoat via thermal annealing. Furthermore, these new BCPs 

showed higher  than industrial standard PS-b-PMMA. 
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Scheme 1. The synthetic scheme of BCPs used in this work. 
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Table 6. Summary of BCPs used in this work. 

 a N was calculated using a reference volume of 144 Å3. b Order-disorder transition temperature. 

*The TODT is above its degradation temperature. Density of PGMA= 0.805 g/cm3.34 density of 

PGMA = 1.0 g/cm3.35 Density of PS = 1.04 g/cm3. PHEMA= 1.15 g/cm3. P2VP density= 1.14 1.04 

g/cm3. 

Using a facile thiol-epoxy “click” reaction, we were able to randomly modify the parent 

polymer PS-b-PGMA with different thiols to create a series of high  BCPs. From bulk SAXS 

results, the periodicity (L0) of the resulting BCPs varied depending on the thiol pairs used and the 

degree of functionalization in the PGMA block. We carried out the SAXS of these materials at 

different temperatures and found that the order-disorder transition temperatures are above their 

degradation temperatures. The  of each material was then calculated using a self-consistent mean 

 

BCP 

Thiol 

R1 

Thiol 

R2 

n m1 m2 Na 

Tg Td L0 TODT
b  N 

°C °C nm °C   

1 TGM TF 86 22.1 20.9 231.5 

6.4, 

64.4 

237.7 15.2 n/a* 0.31 71.7 

2 2MP TF 86 15.4 27.6 208.9 

39.5, 

86.1 

200.1 14.3 n/a* 0.21 43.9 

3 MEA TF 86 15.8 27.2 227.1 

-1.0, 

80.9 

225.9 15.8 n/a* 0.42 95.4 

4 MEA PTMS 90 20.2 6.8 178.1 

13.3, 

78.9 

212.1 14.7 n/a* 0.16 28.5 

5 MEA PTMS 30 9.1 3.1 68.6  210.3 8.2 165 0.16 11.0 

6 MEA TF 30 4.3 7.9 69.1 

12.4, 

60.7 

210.7  n/a* 0.42 29.0 
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field theory (supporting information). A binary interaction model was used to fit the calculated  

against the degree of functionalization and revealed a good agreement. We further examined the 

BCP thin films wetting behavior using a “Hole-Island” test (supporting information). The degree 

of functionalization of BCPs with equal SFE were then identified as illustrated by fingerprints 

SEM images shown in Figure 38. At equal SFE, these BCPs showed exceptionally high  values 

comparing with other reported BCPs. A small feature size L0= 8.2 nm at 150 °C, which is one of 

the smallest perpendicular lamellar feature sizes without using any topcoat. To compare the SFEs 

of both blocks, we measured SFEs of modified homo-PGMA using the same thiols. It revealed a 

linear relationship between SFE and degree of functionalization of homo PGMA. The calculated 

the degree of functionalization was found very close to calculated value (supporting information). 

The characteristics of the BCPs with equal SFE were summarized in Table 6.  

More surprisingly, we found that all these BCPs thin films exhibited fingerprints instead of 

“half L0” topography features, which are typically found with when only one of the two interfacial 

interactions are balanced.36-37 This may suggest that not only the free surface interaction but also 

the substrate interaction is balanced. A possible explanation is that the BCPs can self-grafted onto 

the silicon surface through hydroxyl group, either generated from the thiol-epoxy reaction or from 

the thiols used.  
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Figure 38. Top-down SEM images of PSPGMA-2MPTF, PSPGMA-MEATF, PSPGMA-

TGMTF, and PSPGMA-MEAPTMS. Scale bar is 500 nm. 

Table 7. Comparison of φ from calculated (from SFE measurement) and experimental 

(from I-H tests and SEM) at equal SFE. 

BCP  Calculated Experimental 

1 φTGMTF 56.8 51.3 

2 φ2MPTF 39.3 34.9 

3 φMEATF 19.1 36.8 

4 φMEAPTMS -- 74.7 

5 φ4MOTPTF 23.9 -- 
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6.4 Self-brushing mechanism enables both the top and bottom interfacial energies 

equal of BCP thin films and improved LiNe DSA process flow.  

To validate the self-grafting of the BCP thin film, we investigated the SFEs of the substrate 

interface by rinsing the BCP thin films using mixtures of THF/DMF with increasing DMF 

incorporation. First, a residue thin film was observed after rinsing indicating the presence of a 

grafting layer. Ellipsometry measurement revealed a remaining film thickness of approximately 8 

nm. For comparison this brush thickness is approximately the same as a 10 kg/mol hydroxyl-

terminated PS/ PMMA brush grafted onto silicon, which is approximately half the MW of BCPs 

used. Second, we investigate the SFE of the residue film summarized in Table 8. All the residue 

thin films showed a very close SFE of 45.26-46.87 mJ/m2 (OWRK method) or 51.23-52.87 mJ/m2 

(Wu method).  

Table 8. Surface free energies of BCP thin films after rinsing. 

BCP 

SFE calculation model 

WU OWRK 

SFE 

Dispe

rsive 

Polar SFE 

Dispe

rsive 

Polar 

1       

2 51.23 39.25 11.98 45.26 38.6 6.66 

3       

4 52.87 40.3 12.57 46.87 39.77 7.10 
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Considering that PS has an SFE of 44.18 mJ/m2 and PGMA has an SFE of 55.6 mJ/m2 using 

OWRK method. The SFE measurements verified that the self-brushing layer is a linear relationship 

with compositions, which could explain why it is non-preferential to the BCP itself. Particularly 

from the just the water contact angle (WCA) results, the 2MPTF self-brushing layer had a WCA 

72 ° indicating it is not solely PS block exposed to the top surface (PS has a typical WCA of 90 °). 

It is also unlikely that the PGMA was revealed on top because that requires PS domain attaches 

on the silicon surface. Therefore, these results indicate that the interface could consist of a both 

component of PS and modified PGMA. SEM images of the residual brush layer revealed the 

presence of microphase separation with a domain very close to the thicker film. All this evidence 

indicates the occurrence of a self-grafting mechanism, although the chain confirmation in the 

interface between silicon surface and BCP is still unclear.  

Because of this surprising balanced substrate interaction and SFE, we implemented BCP thin 

films into a self-brushing LiNe DSA flow, in which BCP acts as its own non-preferential brush 

shown in Figure 39a. While normally after trim etching a random copolymer brush previously 

identified as non-preferentially is backgrafted into the chemical template, before being rinsed 

clean. Instead the BCP is simply spun onto the prepared guide stripes and annealed, allowing both 

brush grafting and DSA to occur simultaneously. The time and temperature was carefully selected 

to insure the self-brushing was occurred on the silicon and not the xPS. The resulting DSA using 

2MPTF is shown in Figure 39b, where sub 15 nm full pitch features are obtained after 5x density 

multiplication with no brush and no topcoat. A general concern with this type of materials is the 

crosslinking caused by transesterification during annealing.38-39 We found that the prolonged 

anneal the thin films results into insoluble residue layer, indicating the presence of crosslinking. 
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However, the secondary-OH moiety has much slower kinetics in transesterification especially in 

the absence of catalyzing acid.38 

 

 

Figure 39． a) Self-brushing DSA flow in which the block copolymer brushes as it 

assembles forming its own non-preferential substrate. b) 2 micron wide SEM of 5X density 

multiplication DSA using 2MPTF to achieve 15 nm pitch features. Scale bar 500 nm. 
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6.5 Enhanced etch contrast through SIS as well SiOx forming etches 

Another vital attribute of next-generation BCPs for DSA purposes is the capability for pattern 

transfer. Here, we first investigated the ability of incorporating sequential infiltration synthesis 

(SIS) into these new materials. SIS is a process in which some polar moieties, including carbonyls, 

can coordinate with ALD precursors such as, trimethyl aluminum, allowing for through film 

alumina structures to be grown.40 To validate the increased etch resistance of the polar we use an 

Argon Oxygen based etch developed by TEL on a fingerprint sample which has undergone three 

cycles of alumina SIS as a fingerprint sample which has not.41 Figure 40A illustrates the vastly 

improved etch resistance of MEAPTMS once it has been loaded with alumina. The Alumina 

domains appear much brighter due to the edge enhancement effect of secondary electron imaging 

where more signal is received from free standing features. It would also be advantageous for the 

BCP to be intrinsically etch resistant, although the silicon incorporation in the equal surface energy 

MEAPTMS is quite low. However; N2/H2 based etch gases have previously been shown to give 

large etch constrast for silicon containing polymers due to the high energy flux around 160 nm 

wavelength which catalyzes the formation of a protective silicon oxide.42 Using a similar recipe to 

that in the literature, a 30 nm thick film of both 2MPTF and MEAPTMS was etched at the same 

time. For the 2MPTF no residual morphology is seen under SEM; whereas, the lamella 

morphology is still present in the case of MEAPTMS (Figure 40b). Two methods of selective 

etching are thus possible for materials on this platform. 
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Figure 40. SEM images of two distinct etch strategies both a) SIS followed by an oxygen 

etch as well as b) natural silicon incorporation etched by nitrogen hydrogen mixtures.  Scale bars 

= 400 nm 

 

 6.6 Conclusion 

Using PS-b-PGMA as a parent platform and the robust thiol epoxy reaction, we were able to 

achieve a series of high  BCPs with equal SFE for DSA applications. SFE measurements and top-

down SEM images suggests that the BCPs can self-brush onto the silicon wafer balancing the 

interaction of the substrate interface. Relying on this self-brushing mechanism, we then performed 
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a self-brushing DSA process and achieved 5x DSA of sub 15 nm full pitch features with thermal 

annealing. We then demonstrated two distinct methods of etch contrast, including either SIS or the 

addition of atomic silicon via the thiol epoxy reaction. As a result of this work we expect 

development and analysis of new DSA materials to rapidly accelerate due to the ease with which 

new materials can be made. 

6.7 Methods 

6.7.1 Materials.  

Styrene (St, 99%), glycidyl methacrylate (GMA, 99%), 2-cyano-2-propyl benzodithioate 

(CPDB, 97%), mercaptoethanol (MEA, 99%, Aldrich), methyl thioglycolate (MGM, 95%, 

Aldrich), 2,2′-azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) (AIBN, 98%), lithium hydroxide, thiols were 

purchased from commercial sources. LiOH aqueous solution was freshly made before each thiol-

epoxy reaction with 20 mg/mL in de-ionized water. St, GMA were removed inhibitor prior to use. 

AIBN were recrystallized from methanol prior to use. All other chemicals were used as received. 

6.7.2 Instrumentation.  

Nuclear magnet resonance spectroscopy (NMR) was recorded on a Bruker AVANCE II+ 500. 

Small-Angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) was measured on a SAXSLAB (XENOCS)’s GANESHA. 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was recorded on a TA instruments Discovery DSC 2500. 

Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out on a TA instruments Discovery TGA. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were captured on a Zeiss Merlin high-resolution 

field-emission scanning electron microscope using a 1 – 1.5 KeV accelerating voltage at a working 

distance below 3 mm using the in-lens secondary electron detector, brightness and contrast were 

adjusted for presentation. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was performed on a Bruker Nanoscope 
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IIIa Multimode 5 AFM. Surface free energy measurement was carried out on a KRÜSS drop shape 

analyzer 100 at room temperature.  

 

6.7.3 Material synthesis 

Synthesis of poly (glycidyl methacrylate) (PGMA-CPDB). To a two-neck round bottom flask 

equipped with a condenser and a magnetic stir bar was added GMA (50.0g, 351.7 mmol), AIBN 

(0.22g, 1.3mmol), and CPDB (0.89g, 4.0 mmol). freeze-pump-thaw three times, The mixture was 

stirred at 60 °C for 1h and then quenched by liquid N2. The resulting polymer was purified by 

repeatedly precipitated into hexanes three times and dried in vacuum oven. 

Synthesis of poly (styrene-b-glycidyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PGMA-CPDB). To a two-neck 

round bottom flask equipped with a condenser and a magnetic stir bar was added a solution of 

styrene, PGMA-CPDB (50.0g, 351.7 mmol), AIBN (0.22g, 1.3mmol) in DMF. The mixture was 

then performed freeze-pump-thaw three times. The mixture was stirred at 80 °C for 1h and then 

quenched by immerging into liquid N2. The resulting polymer was purified by repeatedly 

precipitated into hexanes three times and dried in vacuum oven. 

Typical thiol-epoxy modification on PS-b-PGMA-CPDB. To a two-neck round bottom flask 

equipped with a magnetic stir bar was added a solution of PS-b-PGMA (116.0 mg, GMA unit 0.33 

mmol), MEA (84 mg, 1.08 mmol, 3.29 eq to GMA unit), TF (22.1 mg, 0.19 mmol, 0.58 eq to 

GMA unit) in THF (2.5g). The solution was then cooled to 0 °C followed by the addition of LiOH 

(40 µL, 0.10 eq to GMA unit) aqueous solution. The reaction was then warmed to room 

temperature and stirred for 18h. The product was obtained as a white powder after repeated 

precipitation into hexanes 3 times and dried in a vacuum oven overnight.  
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6.7.4 Flory-Huggins parameter χ calculation. 

The  of each BCP with equal SFE was calculated using a self-consistent mean field theory.  

𝑑 = 1.10𝑎𝑁
2

3𝜒𝑒𝑓𝑓

1

6                                                               (1) 
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6.7.5 Order-disorder transition temperature 

The TODT was determined through tracing the peak intensity of the first order peak present in 

SAXS, and estimate the temperature which corresponded to the steepest decrease in peak intensity. 

6.7.6 Metrology 

Film thicknesses were measured using a J.A. Woollam Alpha SE ellipsometer, and fitted using 

a Si-SiOx-Cauchy model where the native oxide thickness was preset at 1.5 nm. For films under 

10 nm the optical constants were first fit to thick films, and then locked to more accurately capture 

the film thickness. AFM was conducted on films using a Bruker multimode 5 in tapping mode.  

6.7.7 Hole Island test  

Solutions of PS-PGMA (0.3 wt % in THF) were spin-coated on the Piranha cleaned Si wafers 

with film thickness ranging from 1.67 L0 to 1.76 L0 (L0= 2π/q*, where q* is the principle Bragg 

reflection measured by SAXS). The thin films were then annealed at 150 °C for 1h in vacuum and 

characterized by AFM and SEM.  
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6.7.8 Surface free energy measurement 

The BCPs solutions in PGMEA or THF were spun coated on piranha cleaned silicon wafer to 

afford thin films with thickness ~30 nm. In a glove box, the thin films were baked on a hot plate 

at 150 °C for 1h and then placed on a block of metal to cool to room temperature. SEM images 

were captured to verify if equal SE has been achieved in both free interface and bottom interface. 

The thin film samples were then rinsed using THF/DMF (9:1 - 1:9) mixtures with increasing DMF 

incorporation to remove any unattached materials. The resulting films were then soft baked to 

remove any residue solvent. SEM and AFM were then carried to examine the surface topography 

and morphology. The samples were then taken for SFE measurements using two probing liquids: 

de-ionized water and CH2I2. Before each measurement, the film surface was dedusted using dry 

N2. The contact angle was measured using the sessile drop method and the drop volume was kept 

1 µL. The left and right contact angles of each drop are averaged, and 10 sessile drops were 

deposited for each sample. The SFE was then calculated using Wu43 and OWRK method44-45. 
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Figure 41. Measured SFE of polar thiols and less-polar thiols modified PGMA. 

6.7.9 Thermal properties. 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out in a N2 atmosphere. The samples were first 

kept 110 °C for 10 min to remove any attached moisture then followed by a heating ramp to 600 

°C at a ramp rate of 10 °C/min. DSC was carried out in N2 atmosphere. The samples were first 

thermalized at 130 °C for 10 min and followed by cooling to -80 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min and 

stabilized for 5 min. The samples were then heated to 130 °C at a ramp rate of 10 °C/min. The 

glass transition temperature was measured on the second heating cycle. 
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Figure 42. DSC of A-b-(B-r-C) polymers 
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Figure 43. TGA of A-b-(B-r-C) polymers 

 

6.7.10 Self-brushing DSA Process 

Prior to DSA, time temperature sweeps were conducted to identify conditions at which the 

BCP self-brushing would selectively occur only on the silicon wafer. This is critical as self-

brushing on the guide stripe would prohibit the chemoepitaxial guiding effect. From these 

experiments 175°C for 10 minutes was identified as an ideal time and temperature for DSA. 
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Figure 44. Time Temperature studies of 2MPTF self-brushing on both silicon and xPS 

showing water contact angle of the residual brush film after rinsing. 

In order to conduct the self-brushing DSA process xPS was spuncoat to a thickness of 15 nm 

and crosslinked onto a clean silicon wafer. The xPS was then patterned on top of using e-beam 

lithography with CSAR-Neu 7520 from allresist. After patterning the resist was developed using 

MIF 726 for 1 minute, before a quick water rinse. The pattern was trim etched into the xPS 

substrate underneath it to achieve approximately 1.5 L0 wide guide stripes on varying pitches. 

After stripping any remaining resist, the BCP was spuncoat on top of the xPS pattern to a thickness 

of 2 L0 and annealed at 175°C for 10 minutes in a nitrogen glovebox. 
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